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Abstract
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) is a viable technique for fabrication of
large areas of graphene. CVD fabrication is the most prominent and common
way of fabricating graphene in industry. In this thesis I have attempted to
optimize a growth recipe and catalyst layer for CVD fabrication of uniform,
single layer, and high carrier mobility large area graphene.
The main goals of this work are; (1) explore the graphene growth me-
chanics in a low pressure cold-wall CVD system on a copper substrate, and
(2) optimize the process of growing high quality graphene in terms of car-
rier mobility, and crystal structure. Optimization of a process for graphene
growth on commercially available copper foil is limited by the number of
aluminium oxide particles on the surface of the catalyst. By replacing the
copper foil with a thin deposited copper film on a SiO2/Si or c-plane sap-
phire wafer the particles can be eliminated. Further opportunities arise
when exchanging the copper foil for copper thin film on a wafer e.g. better
integration with current cleanroom processing of devices and better control
over the copper crystallinity.
Typical strategies for controlling the temperature during CVD fabrica-
tion of graphene are proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) controllers.
The PID controller in a CVD system works off feedback temperatures from
a thermocouple. The thermocouples used in this work suffer from degrada-
tion at the temperatures and the hydrogen gasses needed for high quality
graphene growth. The degradation of thermocouples leads to large varia-
tions in the grown graphene. This was solved by controlling the temperature
through applying a set power to the heat source, resulting in a more stable
temperature from process to process.
Micro Raman spectroscopy is used to characterize the structural quality
of the grown graphene on the copper surface as well as after a transfer process
v
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to a SiO2 substrate. Raman mapping is especially suited for uniformity
characterization on a scale of a few to hundreds of microns. In this work
the ratios of the 2D- and G-peak, and the ratio of the D- and the G peak
are used as measures of crystalline quality of the CVD grown graphene.
I have also used spatially resolved micro Raman spectroscopy to map
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the graphene G-band and the
2D and G peak positions, for as-grown graphene on copper catalyst lay-
ers, for transferred CVD graphene and for micro-mechanically exfoliated
graphene. This was done to characterize the effects of a transfer process
on the graphene properties. The FWHM(G) to indicate the doping level of
graphene, and the ratio of the shifts in the 2D and G bands as an indicator
of strain. The transfer process introduces an isotropic, spatially uniform,
compressive strain in graphene, and increases the carrier concentration.
Copper foil was found to exhibit a polycrystalline surface with a pre-
dominantly Cu(001) orientation, through electron backscatter diffraction
mapping. Copper thin film deposited on a SiO2/Si wafer display a polycrys-
talline nature with the Cu(111) orientation dominating, when the crystals
increase in size. Copper thin film sputtered on a c-plane sapphire wafer
shows almost single crystal formation of Cu(111) across a 4 inch wafer.
The polycrystalline nature of a thin copper film on a SiO2/Si wafer was
investigated through annealing. A variation in the annealing temperature
was found to have a significant effect on the crystal size, while the annealing
time was found to have little effect on the crystal sizes.
Electronic hall-bar devices were fabricated from CVD graphene grown
on copper foil, copper on SiO2/Si wafers, and copper on sapphire wafers.
Preliminary results show the highest carrier mobility was achieved from
graphene grown on copper on sapphire, while graphene grown on copper foil
showed the lowest carrier mobility.
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Chapter1
Introduction
In 2004 the discovery of the one-atom thin and thermodynamically stable
single layer graphene [87] started many new theoretical and experimental
studies, including measurements of room temperature quantum Hall effect
[89]. The high mobility and ballistic transport [88] [133] of electrons and
holes in graphene makes it a great candidate for future nano-electronic de-
vices [15] [42] [66] [105]. Furthermore graphene has outstanding mechani-
cal strength, chemical stability, and optical transparency. By exploiting the
weak Van Der Waals forces between graphene layers in graphite it is possible
to isolate a single layer of graphene in a process called micro-mechanical ex-
foliation or the Scotch tape method. These sheets of graphene can be on the
order of 10’s to 100’s of µm across. In order to exploit these fantastic prop-
erties we need to be able to mass produce large areas of uniform graphene
with predictable characteristics. Prototype devices with small flakes made
from exfoliation, are a valuable method for examining the intrinsic proper-
ties of perfect graphene. Micro-mechanical exfoliation is still the best way to
fabricate near perfect graphene flakes, and devices. Large area fabrication
techniques are the best in terms of cost, with some techniques gaining mo-
mentum in terms of quality, specifically chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
Graphene has the potential to be ground breaking in many applications
such as transparent electronics as a much cheaper alternative to the ex-
pensive and relatively rare indium tin oxide (ITO), high speed electronics
as a replacement for silicon or III-V semiconductors due to increased mo-
bility, flexible electronics, where metals and silicon are not suited, robust
transparent membranes due to its high strength and transparency, as well
as industrial coatings for corrosion resistance due to its chemical inertness
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etc. [105]. But for all of these applications to come to fruition one major
challenge has to be overcome, which is size and reproducibility of a sheet of
graphene. Without these two major points, graphene doesn’t stand a chance
of replacing e.g. silicon for electronic components or indium tin oxide as a
transparent electrode.
For high quality graphene (continuous sheet with no defects) to be fab-
ricated on a large scale via e.g. CVD processing, a catalytic substrate is
needed. CVD fabrication of graphene has been proposed on a variety of
materials, though most common metal substrates are copper[14] [68] [60],
nickel [14] [80] [92], and platinum [37]. The different catalytic substrates
have been found to promote two kinds of graphene growth processes. On
copper the process is surface limited [122], due to the low solid solubility
of carbon in copper. On e.g. nickel and platinum the solid solubility of
carbon is much higher, giving rise to both a surface reaction as well as ab-
sorption/precipitation of carbon during the processing. It has been found
that CVD fabrication of graphene on a copper surface is a self terminating
process, meaning that once a mono layer of graphene is formed on the cop-
per, the growth of graphene stops [135]. Introduction of surface roughness
or particles on the surface of the copper substrate can be a source of few
layer graphene regions [45].
Graphene grown for high speed electronic devices needs two important
factors, high mobility of electrons/holes at room temperature and the pres-
ence of a band gap [105]. The band gap is needed for switching the device
on and off. The carrier mobility is perhaps the most important measure of
quality in graphene. The product of mobility and carrier concentration is
proportional to the conductivity. A transistor needs a semi-conductor for
switching the current on and off, and typically the number of available elec-
trons in a semi-conductor is low meaning that the mobility needs to be high
to compensate. The symmetric electron-hole band structure of graphene
can be directly confirmed in the resistance versus gate voltage curve, see
figure 1.1 (A). The gate voltage varies the Fermi level of graphene relative
to the Dirac point, see figure 1.1 (B). The energy band has no gap since the
conduction and valence bands touch at the Dirac point (also called charge
neutrality point (CNP)), where effective carrier density is zero, see figure
1.1 (B) center. If the Fermi energy is above, electrons are the major carriers
(n doping), in figure 1.1 (B) right, and if the Fermi energy is below the
Dirac energy, the majority carriers are holes (p doping), in figure 1.1 (B)
left. Characterizing carrier mobility in graphene is commonly done through
3electrical devices, i.e. graphene field effect transistors (GFETs), see figure
1.2.
Figure 1.1: (A) Left: the band structure of graphene in the honeycomb lat-
tice. Right: zoom-in of the energy bands close to one of the Dirac points
(reprinted from Castro Neto et al, Rev. Mod. Phys. 81, 109 (2009)). (B)
Ambipolar electric field effect in single-layer graphene. The insets show the
position of the Dirac point and the Fermi energy EF of graphene as a func-
tion of gate voltage (reprinted from A. K. Geim and K. S. Novoselov, Nat.
Mater. 6, 183 (2007)).
Figure 1.2: Schematic showing a theoretical back-gated graphene metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET).
A GFET device is characterized by applying a potential across the source
drain electrodes (VDS , and measuring the current (IDS), while changing the
gate potential (Vgate). The gate potential changes the the carrier density
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in the devices material (in this case graphene). In order to get meaningful
measurements a few obstacles have to be overcome. Growing single layer
graphene via CVD on a copper substrate is the first task. Then the graphene
must be transferred to an insulating substrate, in order to remove the elec-
tronic influence of the metal catalyst on which the graphene is grown. Then
the transferred graphene has to be patterned by means of a lithographic
technique e.g. photolithography, e-beam lithography, laser ablation. The
typical process is very similar to the method used in [87], where exfoliated
graphene is processed into multiterminal Hall bar devices on a SiO2/Si sub-
strate, but with CVD graphene instead of exfoliated graphene. Then metal
contacts should be added to the patterned graphene, this is can be done
by e.g. a lift-off process. Then a top- or back-gate must be added to the
device. Finally the devices can be measured for carrier mobility. This de-
vice is analogous to a MOSFET, except graphene is ambipolar compared to
silicon, which is bipolar. The change in resistance of the graphene as a func-
tion of back gate potential relates to the conductance of the graphene. The
mobility µFE can be extracted from the conductance through the following
equation for the intrinsic transconductance (gm):
gm =
dID
dVgate
(1.1)
where dIDdVgate is the change in drain current divided by the change in gate
potential for constant drain potential (VD), and the mobility can be written
as,
µFE =
l gm
wCG VDS
(1.2)
Where l and w are the length and widths of the graphene channel, and
CG is the gate capacitance per unit area.
Fabrication of electrical devices through all the steps of the graphene
growth optimization, is avoided. The optimization and characterization has
been focused on the structural quality of the graphene rather than the com-
plete device quality. For this reason the optimization is carried out using the
following assumptions: 1. The lower the defect density the higher the poten-
tial mobility [52]. 2. Large graphene crystal sizes results in higher graphene
coverage after transfer, as well as reducing the amount of negative effects
grain boundaries have on the electrical properties [37]. 3. Point 1 and 2 can
be characterized on the copper substrate using scanning electron microscopy
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and Raman spectroscopy. Using these assumptions, provides a basis for op-
timizing graphene growth before having an optimized recipe for transferring
graphene from a copper substrate to an insulating one. The fabrication of
devices can be carried out once these two processes are optimized.
1.1 State of the Art Graphene Devices
Measurements of the electronic properties of graphene have shown elec-
tron mobilities of 40000 cm2/Vs and high thermal conductivity of 600
Wm−1K−1, both much greater than typical semiconductors and metals, see
table 1.1.
Material Electron mobility Hole mobility
[cm2/Vs] [cm2/Vs]
Si 1417 471 [103]
Ge 3900 1900 [103]
GaAs 8800 400 [103]
Graphene 100.000 100.000 [78]
CVD Graphene 45000 45000 [93]
Table 1.1: Table showing a comparison of room temperature carrier mobility
measurements for typical semiconductors used for high speed electronics and
graphene.
A novel way of fabricating graphene devices negating a transfer process
is shown in [67]. Here they build devices directly on the carrier wafer using
the catalyst copper layer as an electrode. Devices are defined by patterning
the copper with a lithographic procedure and etching away the unwanted
copper, leaving copper where contacts are wanted. Individual graphene
crystals up to 1.9 by 0.8 mm have been reported grown via CVD on Cu foil
[116].
In 2013 Samsung debuted a flexible mobile phone with a few layer
graphene based touch screen display at the Consumer Electronic Show (CES)
[119]. This year Samsung fabricated a working mobile phone prototype using
a CVD graphene touch screen display, comparable to a common Indium-Tin-
Oxide (ITO) screen [100].
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1.2 Motivation
Since the discovery of graphene there has been a desire to increase the area
of flakes by either optimizing the exfoliation process, by thermal decompo-
sition of SiC, via chemical vapor deposition, or using a chemical approach.
By increasing the area of graphene, large scale production of devices would
be possible, thereby reducing cost per device and making graphene a viable
candidate for high speed electronic components, transparent conducting lay-
ers and high strength membranes etc. Using chemical vapor deposition for
fabrication of these large area sheets of graphene has already been shown
possible in 2010 for making transparent electrodes from a 30 inch sheet of
graphene [4]. This shows that scaling up of graphene is obtainable using
CVD processing. I will show that by using the Black Magic (BM) 4" CVD
system it is possible to grow full coverage, single layer graphene on copper
thin films on both SiO2/Si and sapphire (0001) wafers. Growing graphene
on thin metal films, on wafers, is an important step towards high quality
large area graphene films. This is because it solves some of the issues found
in graphene growth on copper foils e.g. particle contamination and surface
roughness.
Growing graphene via CVD on a copper foil/film has shown that a poly-
crystalline film is grown on the Cu surface. This raises a few questions about
the surface morphology of the Cu such as: Does the graphene crystal size
depend on the Cu crystal size? Does the growth rate and defect density,
depend on the Cu crystal facet as described in [122]? The study claims that
Cu(111) produces pristine monolayer graphene with higher growth rate than
Cu(100) containing facets.
If the crystal structure of the copper surface plays an important role in
the growth mechanics of CVD graphene, then it is necessary to be able to
control this parameter. In this project I will describe a few techniques for
controlling the crystal structure of a copper film by either controlling the
annealing parameters or changing the support wafer for a copper thin film.
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Hypotheses
The outset for this project was to answer the following hypotheses:
1a. It is possible to grow large area graphene via CVD on copper
with a carrier mobility approaching that of mechanically exfoli-
ated graphene.
2a. The defect density and growth rate depend on the different
crystal orientations of the copper catalyst.
3a. It is possible to change the shape of the CVD grown graphene
flakes by changing the growth conditions.
4a. The size and shape of CVD grown graphene flakes depend
on the catalyst nucleation site (edge/plane/particle).
It was found out through optimization of graphene films on copper foils
that the surface morphology and cleanliness would not provide the best
surface for graphene growth. Instead the main objective of this project was
changed to growth of graphene on copper thin films on 4-inch SiO2/Si and
sapphire wafers. Copper thin films do not pose the same issues as copper
foils in terms of particles and surface roughness, since the copper is deposited
using a high purity source forming a smooth film. Cu thin films on Si wafers
integrate well with current wafer scale device fabrication, since they can be
scaled to fit with every size of wafers. Growth of graphene on thin copper
films on wafers pose other hypotheses:
1b. The copper grain sizes and orientation depends on the sur-
face energy between the carrier wafer and the deposited copper
thin film and the annealing temperature.
2b. The defect density of CVD graphene is dependent on the
growth parameters e.g. temperature and gas flow.
3b. The graphene crystal size depends on the catalyst domain
size.
4b. The defect density and growth rate depend on the different
crystal orientations of the copper catalyst.
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1.3 Fabrication techniques
Since graphene has such a variety of outstanding properties, from mechan-
ical strength, optical transparency, to electrical mobility etc, exfoliation of
graphite to graphene might not always be the optimal fabrication scheme
for a particular device or purpose. In this section I will describe the most
common methods for fabrication of graphene: Mechanical exfoliation, epi-
taxial growth from SiC, chemical vapor deposition, and chemical production
of reduced graphene oxide.
1.3.1 Mechanical Exfoliation
Mechanical exfoliation, colloquially known as the Scotch Tape method, is
a technique, where graphite layers are peeled apart using an adhesive tape
and placed on a substrate [38]. This technique exploits the weak van der
Waals interaction between the graphite layers and the repeated splitting of
the layers to form a single layer on a substrate. This method makes graphene
one of the most expensive materials per kilogram on Earth (Graphene-
supermarket.com). Mechanical exfoliation works on a very small scale with
random placement as seen in figure 1.3, but has the highest crystal qual-
ity of the different kinds of fabrication methods, due to the high quality
graphite used and lack of a transfer procedure. Mechanical exfoliation pro-
duces graphene on insulator, which allows for a relatively simple fabrication
scheme (without the need for a transfer procedure), when making electronic
devices.
Mechanical exfoliation is still used today as the basis for prototype de-
vices, such as gas sensors [128] [72] [102], high speed transistors [16] [104]
[70], etc, where single devices can be fabricated using electron beam lithogra-
phy and metal deposition for contacting the device. In order to achieve high
mobilities with exfoliated graphene both the flatness to avoid the graphene
to be corrugated, as well as absence of charge traps, as well as absence or
low level of electron phonon interactions is important to avoid scattering
and diminishing of graphenes otherwise high mobility. A special substrate
e.g. hexagonal-boron nitride (hBN), or no substrate at all as in suspended
graphene can help achieve the highest carrier mobility. The cleanliness of the
graphene also plays a large role in the achievable mobility, where polymer
residues can affect the doping level.
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Figure 1.3: Optical microscope images of exfoliated graphite and graphene
on a 100 nm SiO2/Si substrate, at 10x (left) and 100x (right) magnification.
Courtesy of Timothy J Booth.
1.3.2 Epitaxial Growth
Epitaxial growth is a technique which involves thermal desorption of silicon,
from a silicon carbide substrate at very high temperatures (above 1500 ºC
[91]) and ultra high vacuum (UHV) (5 · 10−9 mbar)[49], which then forms a
graphene layer on the surface [98]. The high temperature and low pressure
makes this technique very expensive for production, and the mobility does
not come close to that of mechanically exfoliated graphene. Due to the
high temperature it is not possible to incorporate in to CMOS fabrication,
and the graphene has a very high stiction to the underlying silicon carbide
substrate, which makes transfer of the graphene complicated.
Graphene field-effect transistors (FETs) from SiC have reached a fre-
quency of 100 GHz, which is more than twice that of Si based FETs ( 40
GHz) with the same channel dimensions [70]. The SiC based graphene can
achieve mobilities of µ = 29.000 cm2/Vs at T = 25 K when gated near the
charge neutrality point [55], though often observed between 2000 and 10000
cm2/Vs [91] [55] [43]. The observed mobilities of graphene from SiC are
even lower than what can be achieved from CVD graphene on hexagonal
boron-nitride at room temperature conditions in ambient atmosphere (µ =
40.000 cm2/Vs at T = 300 K) [25].
1.3.3 Chemical Vapor Deposition of Graphene
Chemical vapor deposition is a semiconductor micro-fabrication technique
for depositing high quality and high purity solid thin films on wafers sub-
strates. In a typical CVD process the substrate is exposed to one or more
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volatile precursor gasses, which form a solid layer by either reacting with or
decomposing on the surface. By using a CVD process it is possible to de-
posit amorphous, poly- or single crystalline or epitaxial thin films on a wafer
surface. There are many kinds of CVD processes, ranging from low pressure
to atmospheric pressure to plasma enhanced deposition. In this thesis low
pressure (1 - 100 mbar) CVD is used to deposit graphene on metal cata-
lysts by introducing a carbon containing precursor gas at high temperatures
to the catalyst material. The system used for this process is the cold wall
Aixtron Black Magic Pro 4 inch CVD system (BM). A schematic showing
the CVD graphene growth process is found in figure 1.4. More details con-
cerning the graphene growth kinetics can be found in section 1.7 and details
about the BM system is found in chapter 2 (Chemical Vapor Deposition).
Figure 1.4: Schematic of proposed model growth of chemical vapor deposited
graphene [64][77]. Amorphous Cu with a native oxide layer is annealed in
a hydrogen rich atmosphere at 1000 °C. The hydrogen gas is reducing the
native oxide layer and the high temperature increases the Cu domains in
the poly crystalline foil. In the growth phase methane is introduced in the
chamber, starting the nucleation and growth of graphene. The time of growth
determines the size of the graphene domains.
1.3.4 Chemical Production
Chemical production of graphene works by oxidizing graphite to form graphene
oxide (GO), then reducing graphene-oxide in a solution using harsh acids, or
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heat treatment to reduced graphene-oxide (rGO) [134] [35]. The quality of
chemically produced graphene is the lowest of the described techniques [28],
but the cost per area is also the lowest. The chemically fabricated reduced
graphene-oxide (rGO) is suspended in a liquid, and can be distributed on a
substrate using a number of techniques such as spin coating, or a deposition
method known as Langmuir Blodgett technique [22] [134] [71]. The Lang-
muir Blodgett technique is a way of depositing thin layers suspended in a
liquid to the surface of a sample. A thin layer is adsorbed homogeneously on
the substrate with each immersion or emersion step, due to surface energy
and hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions.
Figure 1.5: a) and c) Shows optical microscope images of chemically fabri-
cated graphene-oxide (GO) and reduced graphene-oxide (rGO) [134], as well
as Raman spectra corresponding to the two samples (right). Reprinted from
[35].
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1.4 Characterization Techniques
Here I have summarized the main characterization techniques used in this
thesis entailing optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, Raman
spectroscopy, electron backscatter diffraction, THz spectroscopy and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). THz spectroscopy and TEM are briefly
mentioned as they are very important for graphene characterization, THz
for large area electrical characterization and TEM for nanoscopic structural
characterization.
1.4.1 Optical Microscopy
An optical absorption of 2.3% of light in single layer graphene makes it is
problematic to observe with standard optical microscopy [84], though with
a CCD camera and contrast enhancement, etc. it is possible. By tuning
the material and thickness of the substrate on which graphene is situated,
the contrast of 2.3% can be raised to 15% as found in [8], from optical
interference in a thin glass layer, due to a high extinction coefficient of
graphene, making it easily visible in an optical microscope, see figure 1.6 a.
CVD graphene specifically, can be observed directly on the copper substrate
on which it is grown, by growing a partially covering layer of graphene on a
copper thin film substrate. The oxidation process of the copper will occur
faster, where there is no graphene than where graphene is protecting copper
surface, giving rise to a contrast between oxidized an un-oxidized copper, as
seen in figure 1.6 b.
Figure 1.6: (a) optical microscope image of exfoliated graphene on 100 nm
SiO2/Si substrate, and (b) optical image of CVD grown graphene on a copper
film.
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1.4.2 Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful and non invasive character-
ization techniques for investigating carbon materials [11]. Ranging from its
three-dimensional form like diamond, graphite, diamond like carbon (DLC)
and amorphous carbon, through the two-dimensional graphene, to the one-
dimensional single walled carbon nanotubes.
It has been shown that Raman spectroscopy can be used as a fingerprint
tool for single, bi and a few layer graphene [32] [33] [41] [40], as well as a
method for determining the structural quality of the graphene. How to de-
termine quality will be described shortly. Besides using Raman spectroscopy
for fingerprinting and quality control of graphene, a multitude of character-
istics can be extracted from the Raman spectrum e.g. uni-axial strain [82],
bi-axial strain [26] [129], doping level [31] [53] [65], defect density [10] [23]
[65], number of layers [32], as well as an estimate on the electron concentra-
tion [108]. A more detailed description of strain and doping characterization
using Raman spectroscopy can be found in the appended paper in Appendix
D.
By aiming a laser on to a sample, electrons are excited from their ground
state to a virtual energy state. The electrons can then relax back to a ground
energy state. If this state is a higher ground state than their starting point,
the resulting in a loss of energy from the reflected laser light, called Stokes
Raman scattering, see figure 1.8. Other types of scattering are shown in fig-
ure 1.8 as well. The Stokes Raman scattering provides detailed information
about the sample. Graphene has its three most intense Raman features at
1585 cm−1 (G band), due to doubly degenerate, high frequency E2g mode
at the Brillouin zone centre [34] (one component of the Davydov-doublet
[85]), 1350 cm−1 (D band), from defect mediated zone-edge (near K-point)
phonons, and 2700 cm−1 (2D band), from second order double resonant
Raman scattering from zone boundary, K + ∆K phonons [108] [24]. Other
secondary peaks exists [31], but these are not explained in detail in this work.
Raman spectroscopy is typically used as a single spot measurement, but
can also be used to give more quantitative information of a complete sample
by scanning the spot across the sample surface.
In this thesis a Thermo-Fisher Scientific DXR micro-Raman microscope
was used in combination with different excitation lasers, such as 445 nm,
455 nm, 532nm and 633 nm wavelengths.
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Figure 1.7: Image of the Thermo Scientific™ DXR Raman microscope. Used
in this project for collecting single Raman spectra as well as micro-Raman
mapping of graphene.
Graphene quality from Raman spectroscopy
Using Raman spectroscopy to determine the quality of a graphene film is a
common and fast technique [31] [11]. As described above many of graphenes
properties can be measured through the Raman spectrum making it an
ideal way to probe the graphene without changing its properties [113]. The
Raman spectrum sustain alteration, when graphene is placed on substrates.
This is due to changes in the nature and density of the defects, surface
charges and different strength of the graphene substrate interaction [9].
In order to determine the number of layers in graphene the relative inten-
sity of the 2D/G peak ratio, as well as the shape and FWHM of the 2D peak
can be used [31][118][32]. The relative intensity of the 2D/G peak ratio in-
creases with decreasing layer numbers [31], though this method shows some
uncertainty as shown in [41], where similar Raman spectra are reported for
a varying number of layers. The evolution of the shape of the 2D peak is a
more reliable method for determining the number of graphene layers (from
1 to 5 layers) [31].
The G peak position and I(2D)/I(G) ratio (2D/G) used to be taken as a
finger print to identify a single layer graphene [112] [115], but was refuted in
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Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of Fluorescence, Rayleigh scattering,
Stokes Raman scattering, Anti-Stokes Raman scattering. The numbers 0-3
corresponds to different ground and excited electronic states.
[126] and [31]. In chapter 3 (CVD graphene on Cu foils) the 2D/G ratio was
used during the optimization procedure to mean higher coverage of single
layer graphene.
Defects in graphene are seen as something, which breaks the symmetry
in the infinite hexagonal lattice [27]. The nature of the defects and the
amount of defects have an effect on the D peak [5]. The point defect density
can be estimated from I(D)/I(G) ratio (D/G) and the laser wavelength to
the fourth power [10]:
nD(cm−2) = (7.3± 2.2) · 109 · E4L
ID
IG
(1.3)
where nD is the defect density (cm−2), EL is the laser excitation energy
(eV), and the ID/IG is the ratio of the intensities of the D and G peaks.
The constants are estimated from plotting EL4(ID/IG) as a function of LD
(distance between defects).
Besides the D peak, defects also have an influence on the G peak position
and FWHM, which blue shifts with the intensity of the D peak [23] and
broadens with increasing number of defects [31]. Considering the average
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interdefect distance, it is still possible to assume, that the higher the number
of defects, the higher the D peak intensity. Though a complete theory for
the Raman intensity of the D and G peaks is still lacking and is the subject
of ongoing research [101]. This theory of the D/G ratio is based on Raman
spectroscopic studies of graphite [30] [29]. In these studies a quantitative
connection between the number or nature of defects was not investigated
since the main interest was a rule of thumb estimation of disorder [29] [30]
[31].
In this project I have used the D/G ratio as a measure of the defect
density, and not discriminating between types of defects. For CVD grown
graphene the most dominant defects are lattice defects from e.g. missing
atoms or grain boundaries [50] [3] [7]. When optimizing the growth of
graphene, the D/G ratio was used as a measure of the structural quality
of the film.
Laser wavelength dependence
The Raman spectrum of graphene is dependent on the laser excitation fre-
quency used, through a non-linear correlation. A linear relation between
frequency of the 2D peak with the laser energy is expected as a double
resonance process - this only counts for visible light, not UV. When a UV
laser is used on single layer graphene, the shape of the 2D peak is no longer
Lorentzian [21]. This is explained by the manifestation of the trigonal warp-
ing effect [113] in the dispersion of electrons and phonons around the Dirac
point, which cancels out in the visible range due to opposite behavior in
the dispersion of electrons and phonons. The Raman scattering efficiency of
graphene shows a strong dependence on the type of substrate, the thickness
of the substrate (in the case of SiO2), number of layers, and the excitation
energy of the laser [61].
To show the effect of the laser wavelength on the Raman signal, a single
spectrum of CVD graphene on Cu was collected for each of the three wave-
lengths, see figure 1.9. Changing the excitation energy of the laser shows
that increasing wavelength increases the amount of fluorescence from the
copper surface underneath the graphene. The laser wavelengths are color
coded corresponding to 445 nm for blue, 532 nm for green and 633 nm for
the red spectrum.
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Figure 1.9: Raman spectra showing laser wavelength comparison (455 nm,
532nm, and 633 nm) of CVD graphene on a copper surface. Fluorescence
is present for both 532 nm and 633 nm laser wavelengths, but is suppressed
for 455 nm laser wavelength.
Raman peak fitting
For single layer graphene, see figure 1.10, the D, G, and 2D Raman peaks
are fitted by a single Lorentzian curve, see figure 1.11. The fitting is done
in Matlab using a script available in Appendix A. The script returns the
height, width, area, FWHM, and position, as well as the fitting error of
each of the three peaks in the graphene Raman spectrum.
Figure 1.10: Example Raman spectrum of an exfoliated graphene sample.
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Figure 1.11: Lorentzian fits of the a) D peak, b) G peak, and c) 2D peak
(including peak heights, widths, areas, and fitting errors).
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1.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is extensively used in this thesis for
characterization of the micro-structure of surfaces such as the metallic cat-
alyst substrate before and after annealing, as in figure 1.12. SEM is also
used to characterize the shape and size of graphene crystals grown via CVD
in the BM system, seen in figure 1.13. By scanning the sample surface
with high energy electrons ( 1-30 keV), and monitoring the secondary and
backscattered electrons returning from the surface, an image of the morphol-
ogy can be obtained with very high resolution. Three SEMs, a FEI Nova
600 NanoSEM, FEI Helios NanoLab, and a FEI QuantaFEG SEM, has been
used to characterize the surface of the catalyst substrates and the size and
shape of the graphene flakes.
Figure 1.12: SEM images of a copper substrate before (left) and after (right)
annealing (during a graphene growth recipe). Before annealing the copper is
amorphous, while poly-crystalline after annealing.
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Figure 1.13: SEM image of partially grown CVD graphene on a copper
thin film. The bright spots are copper oxide particles forming on the surface
surrounding the two partially grown single layer graphene flakes in dark grey.
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1.4.4 Electron Backscatter Diffraction
Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) is an electron microscopy microstruc-
tural crystallographic technique, where the sample is visualized by the backscat-
tered electrons coming from the surface. It is used to examine the crystal-
lographic orientation of materials. By indexing and identifying the crystal
lattice it is possible to do defect studies, phase identification, grain boundary
and morphology studies as well microstrain mapping. In this project I have
used EBSD as a detection method for the distribution of crystal orientations
of the catalytic materials used in the thesis, e.g. copper foil, copper films,
and platinum films.
The EBSD Image quality (IQ) maps are constructed from electron backscat-
ter diffraction data. IQ maps provide useful visualizations of microstructure.
The contrast in these maps originate from sources, including phase, strain,
topography, and grain boundaries [123]. IQ maps are created by setting the
minimum IQ value in the scan to black and the maximum value to white and
the rest of the gray values are linearly scaled between these two extremes.
The inverse pole figure (IPF) maps are orientation maps using a particu-
lar coloring scheme for the primary EBSD display. The IPF maps show the
crystal orientations of the measured substrate, using a color corresponding
to a crystal direction, as seen in figure 1.14(C).
EBSD is a complementary technique to studies usually carried out by x-
ray diffraction, and/or electron diffraction in a transmission electron micro-
scope. EBSD is a simple technique for studying the evolution of the crystal
structure of a metallic film, and as a tool for characterizing the growth of
different crystallographic orientations.
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Figure 1.14: a) Schematic showing a typical EBSD setup in an electron
microscope, reprinted from [51]. b) IPF image overlayed on the IQ image
of a copper thin film after annealing. inset c) shows the color map corre-
sponding to the different grain orientation of copper. The inset d) shows the
distribution of grain orientations of the copper thin film after annealing.
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1.4.5 Other Characterization techniques
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is closely related to SEM, but
where the SEM observes emitted secondary and backscattered electrons
from the surface of the sample, TEM observes the primary electrons pass-
ing through the sample. This means that in order to achieve an image the
sample has to be very thin, on the order of 200 nm or thinner. Atomic reso-
lution images of graphene, detection of number of layers as well as detection
of atomic defects can be obtained using this technique.
THz spectroscopy is a technique similar to Raman spectroscopy. Where Ra-
man spectroscopy probes the structural composition of the material, THz
spectroscopy probes the electrical properties of the material. The THz field
causes intraband transitions contrary to Raman interband transitions. The
THz electric field accelerates carriers in a conducting thin film (graphene) on
a dielectric substrate, causing a loss of field amplitude and a phase change
in the THz pulse, which can be translated to the sheet conductance of a thin
film.
Low energy electron-diffraction (LEED) is a technique for the determina-
tion of the surface structure of single-crystalline materials. The sample
surface is bombarded by a collimated beam of low energy electrons (20–200
eV). The electrons interact with only the very top surface of the sample,
from which a diffraction pattern can be extracted. Low energy electron-
microscopy (LEEM) is used to image atomically clean surfaces, atom-surface
interactions, and thin (crystalline) films. The LEEM system is similar to the
LEED system, but the LEEM system can be used to produce a real-space
image showing the crystallinity of the sample, instead of just the diffraction
pattern.
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1.5 Design of Experiments
In chapter 5 (CVD Graphene on Cu films on Sapphire) optimization of a
BM growth recipe was carried out using design of experiments (DOE) [83].
As will be clear from chapters 3 and 4, the optimization of a graphene
growth recipe is a complicated procedure with many variables (chapter 2),
that have an influence on the process. The change one separate factor at
a time (COST) approach also assumes that the effect of each variable is
completely independent of each other, this is often not the case [1]. The
number of experiments needed for this method increases dramatically with
the number of parameters, whereas DOE is a way of gathering the greatest
possible volume of information about a system using the fewest experiments
possible [39].
Optimization of CVD growth of graphene and carbon nanotubes using
DOE, has a benefit to a conventional COST approach by the fact that fewer
experiments are needed to obtain an optimized process [63] [1] [121], and a
true global optimum can be found. In this work I want to improve recipes
by using DOE and fitting the response surface (methodology by G. E. P.
Box and K. B. Wilson in 1951) on the basis of a screening design. Some
controllable parameters were excluded to keep the number of experiments
reasonably low (19 in this case).
The software package SAS JMP is used to generate the experimental
screening designs. After completion of the experiments, data analysis is car-
ried out in SAS JMP. The response surface is calculated by the software for
a wanted response, e.g. nucleation density or coverage. The corresponding
level of significance (P-value) of the model is provided by the software.
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1.6 Ostwald Ripening
Ostwald ripening is a phenomenon observed in solid solutions or liquid sols,
which describes the evolution of an inhomogeneous structure over time i.e.
small crystals dissolve, and redeposit onto larger crystals. The process oc-
curs because smaller particles have a higher surface energy, hence a higher
total Gibbs energy, than larger particles, giving rise to an apparent higher
solubility [54].
In this work the focus is on the crystallographic evolution of thin copper
films as a function of annealing. The copper film is fabricated via physical
sputtering on to the surface of a SiO2/Si wafer. The resulting crystal struc-
ture of the film is either amorphous or nanocrystalline, with a unimodal dis-
tribution (a normal distribution is an example of a unimodal distribution)
of cluster sizes depending on the deposition conditions. Growth of these
clusters happen during annealing. This chapter is based on the text book
"Recrystallization and Related Annealing Phenomena" by F. Humphreys
[99].
An abnormal growth model describes how clusters of domains grow from
a unimodal distribution to grains displaying a bimodal log-normal distribu-
tion when annealed. This bimodal distribution happens because the atoms
of the smaller grains aggregate on the larger grains, due to decreased surface
energy, in a process called Ostwald ripening [90].
During abnormal grain growth, two energy models compete to determine,
which crystal orientation will become the dominant one [136] [111]. 1) When
surface and interface energy dominates: An energy minimization occurs,
when the crystal orientation with the lowest energy (Cu(111)) is parallel to
the interface of the film/substrate. 2) When strain energy dominates: The
the minimum energy plane direction will typically be Cu(100) planes. For
annealing temperatures near the deposition temperature and for thin films,
the surface and interface energy minimization dominates, while for thicker
films strain energy minimization dominates.
A detailed description of the relationship between the mean grain radius
and time and temperature, can be found in [81].
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1.7 Graphene Growth Kinetics
The overall growth mechanics of CVD graphene on a copper surface, com-
prises (1) mass transport of the carbon species through the bulk gas flow to
the surface of the catalyst. This happens through a boundary layer, which
is an interphase layer between the bulk gas flow and the surface of the
substrate, see figure 1.15. (2) Adsorption of the carbon species on the sur-
face. (3) Decomposition of inactive carbon species, e.g. CH4 which doesn’t
react with other species, to form active carbon species, e.g. CH3, CH2
and CH1, which readily react in order to fulfill the octet rule. (4) Ac-
tive carbon species diffuse across the surface binding to other carbon atoms
forming small graphene clusters. (5) The clusters grow to form a single-
/polycrystalline film covering the surface. (6) Desorption of inactive species
i.e. H2 and diffusion from the surface to the bulk gas flow [6]. An important
secondary process is the preferential etching of graphene crystals by hydro-
gen radicals [131] [132]. 4 Hydrogen atoms can bind to "dangling" carbon
atoms, leaving zigzag edges behind in the graphene [132].
Figure 1.15: A) Schematics of a horizontal CVD furnace, showing the growth
kinetics of graphene on a low solid solubility catalyst e.g. Cu. B) mass
transport and gas fluxes under steady state conditions. Reprinted from [6].
Figure 1.15 (A) shows the graphene growth steps described previously
for a horizontal flow tube furnace CVD system. The bulk gas flow is, where
the majority of the gasses mix and reside from the inlet to the outlet of
the system in a laminar flow. The boundary layer is a region close to the
surface of the sample, where the gas flow is stagnant and not a horizontal
laminar flow. The mass transport of the boundary layer is dependent on the
gas species concentration in the bulk, the concentration on the surface and
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a mass transport coefficient [6]. Figure 1.15 (B) shows the mass transport
through the bulk flow and the boundary layer. The solid line represents the
gas fluxes through each layer.
The boundary layer is thicker for low pressure chemical vapor depo-
sition (LPCVD) than for atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition
(APCVD), but the diffusivity coefficient is significantly larger for LPCVD
than APCVD leading to an overall increase in the diffusion coefficient, when
lowering the background pressure [6]. This leads to a higher growth rate for
LPCVD compared to APCVD.
Dehydrogenation of methane to atomic carbon and four hydrogen atoms
is not likely, due to small carbon clusters being more stable than atomic
carbon, leading to the conclusion that the growth would start without a
nucleation step. This is not what is seen experimentally in [130].
The growth intermediates from methane encompasses a large variety
of carbon clusters i.e. carbon rectangles, carbon dimers, carbon triangles
and carbon chains. When these saturates the surface of Cu(111), defective
graphene is made [86]. The defective graphene can be healed to vacancy-free
graphene, after thermal annealing above 800 ºC in the presence of CH4 at
10−7 mbar pressure [86].
By tuning the graphene growth parameters it is possible to change the
shape of the graphene crystals for atmospheric pressure CVD [124]. Here
they show that by changing the ratio of Ar/H2/CH4 they can vary the shape
of the graphene crystals from hexagonal to spherical. In another study they
show orientation control of APCVD grown graphene domains on a copper
film on sapphire, by controlling the Ar/H2/CH4 ratio [46].
Two regimes for CVD growth of graphene exists, (1) diffusion limited
growth and (2) kinetically limited growth. In (1) the graphene crystal is
determined by a high growth rate, leading to dendritic graphene flakes. In
(2) the growth is determined by a slower growth rate than (1), leading to
hexagonal or circular graphene flakes [124].
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Challenges in CVD growth
In the following I have listed a few critical challenges that needs to be over-
come in order for growth of perfect graphene via CVD to become a reality:
1. Selecting the right catalytic substrate for graphene growth
2. Choosing the right carbon precursor gas
3. Increasing the graphene crystal domain size, in order to reduce the
amount of grain boundaries
4. Controlling the number of graphene layers, since the electronic prop-
erties are highly dependent on this
5. Control over the graphene growth conditions. This is a necessity for
points 3 and 4
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1.8 Graphene Field Effect Transistors
In this thesis graphene field effect transistor (GFET) measurements are
electrical measurements of photolithographically patterned graphene on a
highly doped silicon wafer with a thermally grown oxide layer of 300 nm
thickness. The graphene is patterned to form a Hall bar device struc-
ture, which is connected to the measurement setup via thermally deposited
chromium/gold electrodes, as shown in fig 1.16. A detailed fabrication
scheme of the graphene devices is described shortly. The Hall bar devices
are 18 µm long and 2 µm wide between the source and drain contacts. The
voltage probes are 1 µm wide with a 7 µm pitch, see figure 1.16. The gate
contact is made by mechanically removing the SiO2 and adding an electrode
using a conducting carbon paint.
Figure 1.16: Graphene Hall bar device structure (light grey area), gold con-
tacts design (solid yellow areas). The green dashed lines define, where
graphene will be etched away in order to electrically isolate devices from
each other. Drawn in L-Edit.
The electrical measurements were carried out using a Linkam stage,
which allows up to 8 electrical connections, see figure 1.17. The stage con-
tains heating and cooling elements, while keeping the sample in a controlled
nitrogen atmosphere (or low vacuum). A LabVIEW program is used to
both sweep the back gate (Vgate), while measuring the source/drain current
(IDS as a function of the gate voltage). The Hall bar electrodes are tested
before the measurements as well as the gate to ensure the device is properly
contacted and does not have leakage currents.
The samples are annealed at 250 ºC for 30 minutes before measurements
are carried out, in a nitrogen atmosphere. Annealing is performed in order to
remove any contaminants from the surface of the graphene device e.g. water
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and other unwanted adsorbants (which evaporate from the surface). The
annealing also causes a decrease in the overall doping level of the graphene,
due to the removal of adsorbants. Measurements are then carried out, with
the gate sweep set to 100 ms/Vg, at temperatures ranging from -196 ºC
to 156 ºC using liquid nitrogen for low temperature measurements and the
built in stage heater for high temperature measurements.
Figure 1.17: Photograph of a graphene sample mounted in the Linkam stage
in a nitrogen atmosphere. Inset shows a close up of a graphene sample.
Reprinted from [62].
Graphene FET measurements are shown in chapter 6 for CVD graphene
grown on Cu foil, Cu film on SiO2/Si, and Cu film on sapphire respectively.
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1.9 Fabrication of GFET Devices
Fabrication of GFET devices is necessary to measure e.g. the conductance
and the carrier mobility of a CVD grown graphene film. In this section I
will describe the process of fabricating these devices.
1.9.1 Growth and transfer of graphene
This work was carried out in collaboration with David A Mackenzie who was
in charge of the e-beam lithography and device measurements and Patrick
Whelan who was in charge of the graphene transfer. I was in charge of
growing the CVD graphene and other cleanroom fabrication steps, as well as
played an active role in e-beam lithography, device measurements and trans-
fer parts.
Graphene was grown in the BM system using a recipe developed for
graphene growth on copper thin film on a sapphire wafer, found in appendix
B. The recipe uses 30 % power on the bottom heater and 75 % power on the
top heater. The Ar, H2, and CH4 flow rates were 1000 sccm, 100 sccm, and
5 sccm respectively, at 15 mbar pressure. Annealing time was 30 minutes,
in a hydrogen (1000 sccm) and argon (1000 sccm) atmosphere at 15 mbar
pressure, while the growth time was kept at 2 minutes.
Samples of Cu foil, Cu film on SiO2/Si, and Cu on sapphire were placed
on the sample holder in the BM system and graphene was grown on all the
substrates simultaneously. This removes any process to process variation
there might be in the BM system.
The graphene on the three substrate types were then transferred using
three different techniques, chemical etching of the copper substrate, elec-
trochemical bubbling of the graphene from the copper substrate [37], and
an electrochemical method, called oxidative decoupling transfer (ODT)[95].
The polymer used for all of the graphene transfers was cellulose acetate-
butyrate (CAB). The target substrate was a 300 nm SiO2 on a highly doped
silicon wafer. All of the transferred graphene was placed on the same wafer.
Optical microscopy was used to identify promising regions (without vis-
ible holes or cracks) in the transferred graphene samples for the GFET de-
vices, see figure 1.18. Hall bar devices (as described earlier) were placed in
all of the identified graphene regions on the wafer using a lithography mask
design software (L-Edit). About 100 devices were planned on one wafer.
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Figure 1.18: Optical microscope image of CVD graphene area to be used for
GFET device. An index mark (yellow) on the wafer is used as a guide for
placing the Hall bar design during the e-beam lithography step.
1.9.2 Cleanroom fabrication of devices
Following the transfer of CVD graphene to a 300 nm SiO2 on silicon wafer,
Hall bar devices were fabricated in the DTU Danchip cleanroom, using
electron beam (e-beam) lithography, metal lift-off, and reactive ion etch-
ing (RIE) of the graphene.
1 - cleaning The wafer (containing CVD graphene) is cleaned in Triton
x-100 diluted in DI water, followed by a soak in acetone, and a rinse in
2-propanol (IPA). Then the wafer is baked on a hotplate at 200 ºC for 5
minutes to remove any excess water on the wafer.
2 - electrode deposition The wafer is then spin coated in a double layer
of poly-methyl-methacrylate (pmma), using two different solvents (anisol
and MIBK) to help ease the lift-off process. A thin layer of thermal alu-
minium is deposited on the pmma to decrease any charging effects from the
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e-beam processing. The metal contact patterns are exposed in a JEOL-
9500 e-beam lithography system. The exposed pmma is then developed in
MIBK:IPA (1:3) for 90 seconds and rinsed in IPA. A bi-layer of 3 nm Cr and
30 nm Au is deposited using e-beam deposition in an Alcatel system. The
thin chromium layer is added to improve the adhesion of the gold electrode
to the substrate. The excess metal is lifted off using 40 ºC hot acetone
overnight.
3 - Hall bar definition The shape of the graphene Hall bar is then fabri-
cated by deposition of one layer pmma(in anisol) and thermal aluminium as
before. The graphen/pmma is exposed in the green dashed regions as shown
in figure 1.16, using e-beam lithography and developed in DI water:IPA (3:7)
solution. The bare graphene is then etched in a RIE system for 23 seconds,
isolating the graphene Hall bar device from the rest of the devices, while
leaving the SiO2 intact (this is necessary to avoid leakage currents). The
remaining pmma is then removed in 40 ºC hot acetone overnight.
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Chapter2
Chemical Vapor Deposition
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a fabrication technique involving de-
position of a chemical in the vapor phase to solid phase on a solid substrate.
In this thesis a carbon precursor gas, i.e. methane, is used to deposit carbon
atoms and hydrocarbon compounds on a catalytic metal substrate, in this
thesis copper is used. The carbon atoms cluster and form graphene crys-
tals on the surface of the copper substrate. For this reaction, methane to
graphene on copper, to work a few other factors needs to be involved. The re-
action of methane to graphene, occurs through dehydrogenation of methane
to atomic carbon and four hydrogen atoms [130]. The carbon atoms diffuse
on the surface of the copper, through surface mobility which increases with
increasing temperature, to form small graphene clusters, that grow in size
[6]. This phenomenon is caused by atomic carbon on the Cu surface being
less stable than small carbon clusters [13] [125].
A smoother copper surface is achieved through atmospheric pressure
chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) of graphene compared to low pres-
sure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD), due to a higher evaporation of
copper atoms at lower pressures. This leads to higher activation energies
of graphene nucleation (9 eV) for APCVD compared to (4 eV) for LPCVD
[114]. Graphene grown at lower than 1000 ºC has a higher nucleation density
on Cu (111) than (100) and (101) for LPCVD [114]. This temperature effect
on nucleation density is not observed for APCVD [114]. At temperatures
above 1000 ºC the effect on nucleation density is not observed.
The nucleation density is as well affected by the surface mobility of the
carbon species and the desorption rate, which varies with temperature. The
growth rate for graphene on different copper crystal orientation varies very
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little, with a slightly faster rate on Cu(111) compared to Cu(100) [122]. The
nucleation density is affected by the rates of nucleus growth by adatom cap-
ture, surface diffusion of carbon species, and desorption of carbon adatoms.
Two regimes exist: one below 870 °C, where nucleaus growth by carbon
adatom capture dictates the nucleation density, and one above 870 °C where
the desorption rate of carbon species controls the nucleation density [60].
In this work I have grown graphene at LPCVD conditions rather than
near APCVD conditions, which the Black Magic CVD system is capable
of. This is due to the fact that the Black Magic CVD system is limited
to 100 mbar pressure, while using argon gas, and 700 mbar using nitrogen
gas. This is a manufacturer imposed limitation, since a high pressure test
is needed to run at higher than 100 mbar pressure. This pressure test can
only be executed using nitrogen gas. Nitrogen gasses are known to cause an
increased doping level of CVD grown graphene [73] [74] [120], while argon
does not cause increased doping. In order to achieve CVD graphene with
quality, which resembles that of exfoliated graphene, a low doping level is
important.
2.0.3 CVD growth methods
Growth of graphene requires a carbon source, a substrate and heat. The
carbon source can be e.g. external in the form of gasses, liquids or solids, as
well as internal in the form of carbon contamination of the substrate.
Using methane (CH4) as the carbon precursor gas requires hydrogen
dilution for growth at temperatures above 1000 °C to maintain a reduced
copper surface during growth and yield high quality graphene. The CH4
provides the carbon necessary for growth, where CH4 molecules adsorb on
the surface. The process of reducing CH4 to atomic hydrogen is too expen-
sive in terms of binding energy needed to remove all of the hydrogen atoms
before forming graphene from the carbon atoms [130]. Though maintaining
a balanced CH4/H2 ratio is crucial because the hydrogen acts as an etchant
of the graphene.
Changing the precursor gas to C6H6 negates the need for H2 during
fabrication of graphene and consistently provides high quality graphene at
temperatures 100-150 °C lower than for CH4 [57].
A simple annealing process of carbon contaminated Cu can be used for
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growing graphene. Graphene is grown on carbon contaminated sputtered Cu
on Al2O3, by a simple annealing step without additional carbon added to the
processing at atmospheric pressure and a gas flow of 20 sccm of hydrogen
and 400 sccm of argon. In this study the growth of graphene is highly
dependent on the annealing temperature, where temperatures below 800 °C
result in amorphous carbon, while graphene is produced for temperatures
above 800 °C [48].
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2.1 Growth of graphene in a cold wall CVD sys-
tem
The Aixtron Black Magic 4" CVD (BM) system (schematic in figure 2.1
and 2.2) a cold wall system, was used throughout this project for growth
of graphene. In a cold wall CVD reactor the sample is heated through a
heating holder, instead of being heated by the entire system. This method
leads to cooler chamber walls than the sample, giving rise to the name cold
wall reactor. This is opposite to a hot wall system, where the chamber walls
are heated and the sample is heated through heat radiation, rather than by
direct contact with the heater as in the cold wall system. The main difference
between these two kinds of systems, from a catalytic reaction point of view,
is that in the hot wall system more reactions will occur in the gas phase
compared to the cold wall system, where reactions are suppressed due to
the lower temperature of the bulk gas flow. In the cold wall system ideally
all of the preferred reactions happen on the surface of the intended catalytic
material, in this case a copper substrate.
Figure 2.1: Figure showing a schematic of the Black Magic CVD system, in
3D view (left) and side view (right). Top and bottom heaters/thermocouples,
shower head for gas inlet, IR temperature sensor, Cu substrate and vacuum
pump are labelled.
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Figure 2.2: Shows the inside of the Black Magic while the chamber is, a)
open and ready for sample loading/unloading. b) An optical image of the
chamber while running a process at high temperature. c) A 2" copper foil
disc laying on a 4" SiO2/Si wafer after growth of graphene, and d) a Cu
film on a 4" SiO2/Si wafer.
In the BM system gasses are let through a shower head, see figure
2.3(left) directly above the sample heater plate (figure 2.4, a top heater
is also installed (figure 2.3 (right)) to obtain a more uniform temperature
gradient vertically. The temperature of the heaters is measured using K-
type thermocouples [20]. The gasses are sprayed directly onto the substrate
in a vertical flow, and then pumped out of the bottom end of the chamber
beneath the sample heater tower. In a hot wall tube furnace the gasses are
flowed parallel to the substrate in a laminar type flow (figure 1.15). These
systems usually have more active species, i.e. hydrocarbon- and hydrogen
radicals, available near the inlet of the system compared to near the outlet of
the system, leading to a decreasing concentration gradient of active species
throughout the chamber [6] [18] [117].
A hot wall system is usually made as a horizontal quartz tube with a coil
heater surrounding the tube, and gasses let in in one end and pumped out in
the other end. This set-up provides benefits in the form of quick heating and
cooling of the gas flow and sample. The disadvantages of this type of system
lies in the concentration gradient of hydrocarbon and hydrogen gasses in the
chamber, and the limited sample sizes, which can be accommodated.
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Figure 2.3: (left) Photograph of the top gas inlet shower head, and (right)
graphite spiral heating element beneath second shower head element. The
center cylinder in both images show the IR temperature sensor. Reprinted
from [2]
Figure 2.4: Photograph of the bottom heater- element and tower. The sample
holder is placed directly above the heater. Modified from [2]
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2.2 Temperature Control
For the first part of this thesis growth of graphene in the Black Magic system
was completed using a built-in temperature controller. The temperature is
controlled through a PID controller. For the temperature the PID controller
calculates an error value as the difference between the measured temperature
and the desired setpoint temperature. The PID controller attempts to min-
imize the temperature error by adjusting the power applied to the heater.
Temperature measurements coming from two thermocouples placed directly
on the heaters, see figure 2.1 (right) completes the feedback loop. This
system works by applying a power to the heaters and measuring the tem-
perature and adjusting the power according to the set ramping rates and set
temperatures. In principle this system can provide control over the desired
temperatures by controlling the applied power to the heaters individually.
This system requires stable thermocouples, that do not change over time,
with high temperatures, or gas flows to maintain a consistent temperature.
It was found that the thermocouples do degrade over time and therefore
do not provide the same power/temperature as expected. PID temperature
control can also be provided through an infra-red (IR) temperature sensor,
which is located in the center of the top heater, as seen in figure 2.3. The
IR sensor has been calibrated from the factory to accurately measure the
temperature on silicon. This means that, when a copper sample is placed
dead center on the sample holder, the IR sensor is reading the IR radiation
of copper and not silicon resulting in inaccurate temperature measurements.
A correction factor for copper could be implemented, though evaporation of
copper was observed leaving patches of bare silicon.
In this thesis, growth of graphene on Cu films was carried out using a
constant applied power, instead of the PID controller. By applying a con-
stant power to the heaters, the temperature of the chamber will stabilize
over time. The stabilization period is implemented in the annealing step in
the recipes, and achieved within 10 to 15 minutes. Since a fixed power is
applied through the growth recipe the thermal fluctuations and variations
over time can be avoided. This technique requires calibration of the tem-
perature as a function of the applied power to the heaters. In the following
section, I have created recipes and a work flow to calibrate the Black Magic
system for constant power control over the temperature.
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2.2.1 Constant Power Calibration
In order to determine the sample surface temperatures in the Black Magic
CVD system at various power inputs, a calibration recipe was developed.
This recipe requires a silicon wafer or a silicon wafer with an oxide layer, in
order to get consistent and accurate measurements from the infra-red (IR)
temperature sensor. An IR temperature sensor works by detecting the infra-
red radiation emitted from a sample, in this case calibrated to silicon, and
translates this radiation information to a temperature. The recipe includes
a stable gas flow of H2 and Ar and a constant pressure. First the top heater
is kept constant while the bottom heater is varied and then vice versa. This
recipe creates two curves containing the temperature as a function of applied
power on both of the heaters. From these curves a formula for the actual
temperature can be extracted using linear regression analysis.
TIR = A ·BP (%) +B · TP (%) + C (2.1)
Where A, B, and C are constants relating to the slope of the bottom heater,
the top heater, and the y-axis intersection respectively. BP and TP are
the power percentages of the bottom heater and the top heater respectively.
From the two curves the values of A, B, and C can be found, see figure 2.5,
giving:
TIR = 4.88 ·BP (%) + 2.46 · TP (%) + 588.5 (2.2)
As well as measuring the temperature using the IR sensor, an extra ther-
mocouple (TC) was added to the Black Magic system, this TC was coupled
to an external temperature meter. The TC probe was then placed on an
oxidized silicon wafer near the edge of the wafer and near the center. Then
the recipe for power versus temperature was run and the temperatures mea-
sured with the external TC was noted, first while the probe was near the
edge and second while the probe was in the center, see figure 2.6. As is seen,
the temperature measured using the external TC varies by 50 degrees from
the center to the edge over the temperature range investigated.
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Figure 2.5: Graph of IR temperature versus applied power on both the top
and the bottom heater. While the bottom heater was changed, the top heater
was held constant at 70 % power. The Bottom heater was held at a constant
30 % power while the top heater was varied.
Figure 2.6: Graph of temperature versus bottom heater power through the
IR sensor, the top heater TC, the bottom heater TC, and an external TC
positioned near the edge of the sample and near the center of the sample.
The top heater is kept constant through this experiment at 75 % power.
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2.2.2 Temperature and flow rates
In order to verify the influence of flow rates on the temperature, a recipe
was written using the same concept as above describing the temperature as a
function of the applied power. With typical growth recipes following a basic
structure of - 1000 sccm of hydrogen, 1000 sccm of argon while only 1-10
sccm of methane - only the flow rates of argon and hydrogen are considered
to have an influence on the temperature. This is due to the fact that typical
flow rates of these two gasses, during graphene growth, are 100s to 1000
times greater than the flow of methane in the system. First the flow rate
of argon was varied from 50 sccm to 1000 sccm, while keeping the pressure
constant and the flow of hydrogen turned off. Then this procedure was
done for the hydrogen flow rate as well, over the same range of flow rates.
The resulting measurements are shown in figure 2.7, where it can be seen
that the argon flow rate has a negative impact on the temperature, while
the H2 flow rate doesn’t influence the temperature. Though it can also be
seen that adding hydrogen to the chamber greatly reduces the temperature
measured by the IR sensor. The specific heat capacity of H2 gas is more
than 25 times greater than that of argon gas. The observed influence of the
hydrogen gas must mean that at the flow rates used in this experiment, the
heat exchange of the H2 gas is saturated, while it is not for the argon gas.
The very low heat capacity of the argon gas also means a much lower effect
on the temperature.
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Figure 2.7: Graph of the IR temperature as a function of the flow rates
of hydrogen and argon. No significant changes in temperature is seen for
varying flows of hydrogen, while the temperature decreases for increasing
flow rates of argon.
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2.2.3 Temperature and Pressure
To gauge the relationship between the chamber pressure and temperature a
recipe with fixed flow rates was used, and the pressure varied from 15 mbar
to 90 mbar. The corresponding temperature was measured, see figure 2.8.
From this study a very small temperature variation was seen.
Figure 2.8: Graph of the IR temperature as a function of the total pressure.
No appreciable change in temperature is observed for different pressures.
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2.2.4 Parameter space
The Black Magic CVD system is built such that there is control over the
temperature and ramp rates of the two heaters, top heater and bottom
heater, the total pressure of the chamber, and flow rates of individual gasses,
H2, Ar/N2 and CH4, etc. With these control parameters in mind recipes
are written to satisfy certain conditions needed for CVD graphene growth.
A basic recipe contains the following steps:
Preconditioning phase Where the chamber is purged to get rid of un-
wanted material from the sample loading phase. Gasses, H2 and Ar-
gon/Nitrogen, and pressures are set to desired values.
Annealing phase Where the chamber temperature controllers are loaded
with PID values and the temperature is raised to the desired set point
and maintained for the set annealing time.
Growth phase Where CH4 gas is let into the chamber for at set amount
of time. At the end of the growth phase CH4 and H2 gas flow rates
are turned off.
Cooling phase The temperature is lowered at a set rate, the cooling rate,
until a temperature, where the sample can be unloaded from the sys-
tem. Gasses are turned off, e.g. CH4 or H2, to suppress further growth
or etching during cooling.
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For the Black Magic CVD system the range of each individual parameter
is presented below for clarity:
Temperature The temperature can be varied from room temperature to
1200 ºC. An automatic shut down of the system is activated, when the
measured temperature exceeds 1200 ºC.
Pressure The pressure ranges from 10−2 mbar to 700 mbar. The lowest
pressure is at vacuum state, while the highest pressure can only be
achieved with a nitrogen flow, not with argon (described earlier). The
minimum total process pressure achievable in the system is dependent
on the total flow rate into the chamber and the base pressure of the
pump.
Gasses The following are set points of the flow rates of each gas used in
this project.1
• Ar/N2 ranges from 1 sccm to 2000 sccm.
• H2 ranges from 1 sccm to 1000 sccm.
• CH4 ranges from 1 sccm to 50 sccm.
1Each mass flow controller has an error on the high and low end of the flow range of
∼10 %. This means that the achievable flow rates for e.g. methane is between 5 and 45
sccm.
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An example process for growing CVD graphene in the Aixtron Black
Magic CVD system is seen in figure 2.10. Here the process is shown with all
of variables. The process shown in figure 2.10 outlines a constant temper-
ature through out annealing and growth. By implementing variable tem-
perature and/or pressure it is possible to reduce copper evaporation during
the long annealing phase of the process. This is achieved by having a lower
temperature and a higher pressure during the annealing phase compared to
the growth phase. The cooling rate in the process is not controlled, but
simply provided by shutting down the heaters and letting the water cooling
of the outer chamber work as a heat sink, providing a fast exponential de-
cay followed by a slower exponential decay in temperature, as seen in figure
2.9. The temperature needed for growth ranges from 800 ºC to 1070 ºC,
using methane as the precursor gas. The lower limit is caused by the energy
needed for methane to decompose on the copper surface and the upper limit
is from the melting/evaporation of the copper substrate. These limits can
be expanded through changes in the carbon precursor gas and the pressure
during processing.
Figure 2.9: Temperature decay versus time, for bottom heater TC, top heater
TC, and the IR sensor; as both heaters has been turned off and a stable flow
of argon is running at a constant pressure.
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Figure 2.10: An example process showing the variables for graphene growth
on a copper substrate. (1) The heating step, where the heating rate and
annealing temperature is set, as well as gas flows and pressure can be set
here. (2) The annealing step starts when the set temperature is reached.
Gas flow rates and pressure can be adjusted. (3) The graphene growth step,
which primary goal is the addition of methane. Gasses and pressure can be
adjusted here as well. (4) The cooling step, where methane and hydrogen are
turned off as well as turning off the heaters or setting a controlled cooling
rate (not shown).
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2.3 Summary
The Black Magic 4" CVD, cold wall, vertical shower head gas induction,
dual heater system, was used in this thesis work. The benefits of this system
compared to a hot wall tube furnace lies in the sample sizes which can be
processed and the uniformity of the gas flows. Other notable features of
this system includes a recipe based processing system which eliminates user
based variations. A PID temperature control system is ideal for maintaining
a set temperature, though this has been shown to cause problems due to the
degradation of the built in thermocouples, due to hydrogen embrittlement
and preferential loss of chromium, over time, at elevated temperatures, also
causes a downwards calibration drift [20]. With a variable control over the
pressure, from a base pressure of 10−3 mbar up to 700 mbar processing
pressure in N2, the system is capable of LPCVD recipes and near APCVD
recipes.
An equation for temperature calibration has been determined. This
will provide users with power levels needed to achieve desired temperatures
for annealing and growth of graphene, without relying on PID control. A
description of how the argon and hydrogen gas flow rates influence the tem-
perature has been measured. A flow of hydrogen reduces the chamber tem-
perature independent of the flow rate, while an increasing argon flow rate
decreases the temperature in the chamber.
The temperatures measured on the built in thermocouples are more than
50 ºC higher than the temperatures measured using the IR sensor and an
external thermocouple placed in the center of the chamber. The slope of
the temperature measured on the bottom TC is far steeper than the rest
of the temperature measurements. This could be due to degradation of the
thermocouple, or poor calibration. From the external TC measurements it
is seen that the temperature varies by close to 50 ºC from the center to the
edge of the sample. This variation a cross a wafer will greatly affect the
growth of graphene which is highly dependent on the temperature, as will
be described in later chapters of this thesis.
Changing the temperature control from the built in PID controller (using
the TCs) to a constant power control over temperature leads to better wafer
to wafer reproducibility. A tight control over temperature is needed for
industry scale fabrication of CVD graphene.
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Chapter3
CVD graphene on Cu foils
CVD graphene grown on copper foil has the potential to be scalable to any
size. Copper foil of many square meters can easily be produced, and a
roll-to-roll [4] CVD chamber can grow graphene continuously with large foil
samples. This means that centimeter size copper foils can be used for pro-
totyping, which then can be scaled accordingly. In this project I have tested
CVD graphene growth on copper foils from two major companies (Good-
fellow and AlfaAesar), with varying degrees of purity and cleanliness. Due
to contamination of the foils in the form of aluminium oxide particles, from
the manufacturers polishing procedures, optimization of a graphene growth
recipe for large graphene crystals had limited success. Aluminium oxide
particles act as a source of nucleation sites for graphene growth, resulting
in many smaller graphene domains, rather than few larger ones. The aim
of this work is to (1) grow graphene on a cheap and well established sub-
strate with a quality comparable to exfoliated graphene, and (2) to describe
the process of optimization of a recipe for single-layer graphene growth on
copper foils with minimum defect density (D/G ratio).
Hypotheses
2a. The defect density and growth rate depend on the different
crystal orientations of the copper catalyst.
3a. It is possible to change the shape of the CVD grown graphene
flakes by changing the growth conditions.
4a. The size and shape of CVD grown graphene flakes depend
on the catalyst nucleation site (edge/plane).
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3.1 Growth on Foils
2" Copper foil discs with a thickness of 12.5 µm from Goodfellow with 99.95
% purity, in figure 3.1 (a), as well as copper foil (Alfa Aesar, 10950 - 25 µm
Puratronic®, 99.999% (metals basis)) seen in figure 3.1 (b), were ordered.
The copper foil from Goodfellow looks to be heavily oxidized or covered in
a dark film, which is not the case for the foil from Alfa Aesar. Foil choise
was based on visual inspection and SEM, in figure 3.1, as well as EDX
measurements before and after graphene growth (appendix C). SEM images
show how the surface of the Goodfellow foil is more rough than the Alfa
Aesar foil, figure 3.1 c and d. EDX measurements show aluminium oxide
particles on the Alfa Aesar foil before growth, while the foil from Goodfellow
shows regions with silicon and calcium after growth of graphene, appendix
C. Due to lower surface roughness and no amount of silicon or calcium,
copper foil from Alfa Aesar was chosen for the optimization of a graphene
growth recipe in the BM CVD system.
This section will describe the first attempt at optimization of a graphene
growth recipe on copper foil (Alfa Aesar, 10950 - 0,025 mm Puratronic®,
99.999% (metals basis)), using the BM CVD system. Micro Raman point
spectroscopy was used as the characterization technique. The 2D/G ratio
was used as a measure of layer numbers, with higher ratio meaning closer to
single layer graphene. The D/G ratio was used to detect the defect density
of the graphene film, with a lower ratio meaning lower defect density. The
micro Raman spectra of the graphene was collected, while still situated on
the copper foil.
The Raman characterization is supplemented with SEM images of the
graphene grown on the copper foil. Optimization was carried out by sweep-
ing one input parameter while keeping the rest constant, and measuring the
output signal, as described above. The input value of the swept parameter
giving the best output signal was chosen, in this case highest 2D/G ratio
and lowest D/G ratio. This was done for the following parameters: Temper-
ature, methane flow rate, hydrogen flow rate, argon flow rate, pressure, and
time. The parameter space explored in this chapter can be seen in table 3.1.
The graphene growth recipe used for this optimization has the form shown
in figure 3.2. The recipe has a fixed heating rate of 200 °C/min up to the an-
nealing temperature in a vacuum atmosphere, and a constant total flow rate
of 600 sccm of a mixture of Ar, H2 and CH4 during the growth phase. The
annealing step contains hydrogen for cleaning the surface through removal
of both native copper oxide and hydrocarbons on the surface.
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Parameter minimum value maximum value optimum value
Temperature 970 °C 1050 °C 1000 °C
CH4 flow rate 2 sccm 50 sccm 10 sccm
H2 flow rate 0 sccm 100 sccm 20 sccm
Ar flow rate 0 sccm 200 sccm 0 sccm
Pressure 5 mbar 75 mbar 20 mbar
Time 15 s 600 s 600 s
Table 3.1: Table showing the parameter space investigated in the optimiza-
tion of graphene growth via CVD on copper foils in the BM. The ranges were
chosen based on recipes from Aixtron and Jie-Sun from Chalmers University.
Figure 3.1: a) 2" Cu foil disc from Goodfellow (99.95% purity). b) a piece
of Cu foil from Alfa Aesar (99.999 % purity). c) SEM micrograph of Good-
fellow copper foil after a graphene growth recipe. d) SEM micrograph of
Alfa Aesar copper foil after the same graphene growth recipe. Scale bars
corresponds to 2 µm.
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Figure 3.2: Example recipe in the BM, for graphene growth on copper foil.
Parameters are set in the recipe before the process begins. Typical process
length of graphene growth on Cu foil is 2-3 hours depending mostly on an-
nealing time and heating/cooling rates.
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3.2 Raman characterization
Raman characterization of CVD graphene on copper foil was carried out
using single spectra, rather than maps. This was due to the large surface
roughness of the copper foil, induced by the polishing process during the
fabrication of the foil, leading to intensity variations in the Raman maps.
The built-in optical autofocus system of the Raman microscope was not able
to correct for this issue, because it tries to focus the entire field of view, not
taking in to account the variations within this region. The system also has
the capability of using the Raman signal for autofocusing. This technique
requires a strong peak signal, large enough for the software to pick up during
live spectrum recording. The live signal of graphene, with the 532 nm laser
and 50x objective was not sufficient for this task.
In the following optimization of a graphene growth recipe the 2D/G ratio
as well as the D/G ratio are used as measurements of crystal quality. The
error bars correspond to one standard deviation, with the smallest sample
size being 3 measurements, though generally . The Raman spectra are all
collected using a 532 nm excitation laser and a 50x objective giving a spot
size of about 1 µm.
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3.2.1 Temperature
First the temperature was varied from 970 °C to 1050 °C with all other
parameters held constant. This yielded the results shown in figure 3.3 pro-
viding the defect density. A slight increase in mean 2D/G value is seen with
increasing temperature. The defect density shows no variation with temper-
ature. The measurements collected on the sample grown at 1040 °C show
an anomalously low 2D/G ratio, and high D/G ratio compared to the other
temperatures. This will be explained in the SEM characterization. Follow-
ing the temperature optimization step a limit of 1000 °C was imposed to
limit the evaporation of copper into the chamber.
Figure 3.3: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted as function of tem-
perature. The 2D/G ratio above 1 approximately corresponds to single layer
graphene.
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3.2.2 Methane flow rate
Setting the temperature at 1000 °C and all other parameters constant; the
methane (CH4) flow rate was dialed from 2 - 50 sccm showing no significant
change in the mean 2D/G ratio, seen in figure 3.4. For 15 and 20 sccm
of CH4 there is a significantly lower variation in the measured ratio. The
D/G ratio has a minimum value at 10 sccm. Increasing or decreasing the
methane flow rate from this value increases the D/G ratio, seen in figure
3.4. A larger variation is seen in the defect density for very low flow rates
of CH4.
Figure 3.4: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted as function of CH4
flow rate.
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3.2.3 H2 flow rate
The hydrogen flow rate was varied from 0 - 100 sccm, and the intensity ratios
can be seen in figure 3.5 left graph shows the 2D/G ratio as a function of
hydrogen flow rate, the right shows the D/G ratios. The measurements show
no change in either the 2D/G or the D/G ratio as a function of H2 flow rate.
Figure 3.5: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted for four different H2
flow rates.
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3.2.4 Argon flow rate
The role of the argon flow is as an inert carrier gas, as well as another way of
varying the partial pressures of the hydrogen and methane without having
an influence on the doping level of the graphene. Changing the argon flow
rate during the growth phase from 0-200 sccm, shows a high 2D/G ratio
for no flow of argon. The mean D/G ratio increases with increasing flow of
argon as seen in figure 3.6. During the optimization of the argon flow rate
the total flow rate was also changed, instead of increasing the hydrogen and
methane flow rates to compensate.
Figure 3.6: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted for three different
argon flow rate.
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3.2.5 Pressure
Changing the chamber pressure during growth from 5 to 75 mbar yielded
the results shown in figure 3.7. The left graph shows the 2D/G ratios, the
right shows the D/G ratios. The 2D/G ratio shows a maximum at 20 mbar
pressure, while the D/G ratios shows a minimum at 40 mbar pressure. The
D/G ratio has two outliers at 30 mbar and 75 mbar, which could be due to
fitting issues of the D peak on these samples.
Figure 3.7: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted as function of pres-
sure.
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3.2.6 Time
By varying the growth time of the recipe from 10 to 600 seconds a slight
increase of the 2D/G ratio is seen in figure 3.8. The D/G ratio shows very
slight decrease with increasing growth time as seen in figure 3.8. A very
high D/G ratio is seen for 60 s growth time which doesn’t fit with the rest
of the measurements.
Figure 3.8: Raman 2D/G and D/G peak ratios plotted as function of time.
3.2.7 Summary of Raman characterization
To sum op the optimization I found that the methane flow rate showed a
minimum defect density (D/G ratio) at 10 sccm. The hydrogen flow rate was
found to not affect the 2D/G or the D/G ratios for the chosen range of flows.
By turning off the flow of argon during the growth phase the highest 2D/G
ratio a the lowest D/G ratio was found. The optimum growth pressure was
found to be 20 mbar, and 600 seconds growth time gave the highest 2D/G
and lowest D/G ratios. As for temperature, higher temperatures does seem
to produce the highest 2D/G ratios, while no change was seen in the D/G
ratio. Though with the variations seen in all of the measurements a definite
conclusion of the maxima for the parameters was not found.
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3.3 SEM characterization
Characterizing the surface of the copper foil after annealing, a few things
become apparent right away - the surface of the copper foil is littered with
particles, as seen in figure 3.9 (right), and the surface has polishing marks
seen as straight lines running over the sample, in figure 3.9 (left). As for the
graphene grown on the foil, figure 3.10 (top) shows low resolution SEM of
graphene grown at 970 °C, 1020 °C, and 1050 °C (set point temperatures)
and figure 3.10 (bottom) shows higher resolution micrographs of the same
samples. In the low temperature growth the graphene does not cover the
entire surface of the foil. Separated graphene domains can be seen in the
high resolution image. For the high temperature growth the surface of the
foil is completely covered with graphene.
Figure 3.9: SEM images showing copper foil after annealing at high temper-
ature. Left: Copper domains are seen as regions with different contrast, the
vertical lines in the image are polishing marks from the fabrication process.
Right: The bright spots are aluminium oxide particles from the polishing
procedure.
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Figure 3.10: Top row(left to right): SEM images showing graphene growth
on copper foil at three different temperatures, 970 °C, 1020 °C, and 1050
°C (the scale bar represents 3 µm). Bottom row(left to right): SEM images
showing graphene growth on copper foil at three different temperatures, 970
°C, 1020 °C, and 1050 °C (the scale bar represents 500 nm).
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Graphene grown at 1000 °C for 10 and 600 seconds can be seen in the
figure 3.11. These images show that with these growth conditions, 10 seconds
of growth lead to an incomplete coverage of graphene, while 600 seconds
growth lead to full coverage. This result fits with the observed Raman
measurements showing high 2D/G ratio and a low D/G ratio.
Figure 3.11: Left: SEM image showing partial coverage of graphene grown
at 1000 °C for 10 seconds. Right: A zoom in, showing a bare copper patch
(light grey region) surrounded by graphene.
The surface of the 1040 °C sample was investigated in SEM due to the
very low 2D/G ratio and very high D/G ratio as described earlier. In figure
3.12 (left) it can be seen how the surface is littered with spherical areas of
high density particle clusters. Figure 3.12 (right) shows a zoom in on the
edge of one of these clusters, where different particle sizes can be seen. This
phenomenon was witnessed everywhere on the sample surface and is very
different compared to any of the other samples. All the copper foil samples
were cut from the same master piece of foil. The particles observed are
aluminium oxide as identified by EDX measurements, found in appendix C.
3.3.1 Particles
An investigation of the origin of the particles was carried out. This was done
by folding a piece of copper foil to an almost sealed pocket and comparing
the inside 3.13(right) and outside 3.13(left) of the foil. It was found that the
inside of the foil did not have a reduced the number of particles, compared
to the outside of the foil. This indicates that the particles found on the
surface of the foil originates from the manufacturing process of the foil and
not the CVD chamber.
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Figure 3.12: SEM images of the surface of a copper foil after graphene
growth at 1040 °C. Left: The surface shows impact like craters. Right: an
abundance of particles littered on the surface.
Figure 3.13: Left: SEM image of the outside of a folded piece of copper foil.
Right: SEM image of the inside of a folded piece of foil after CVD graphene
growth.
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3.4 EBSD characterization
EBSD mapping is used to characterize the crystal orientation in the copper
foil. A map of the image quality (IQ), and the inverse pole figure (IPF),
shows the quality of the collected measurements and the calculated crystal
orientation of the copper foil respectively, see figure 3.14. By overlaying the
two maps it becomes relatively easy to get an overview of which crystal ori-
entations have the best image quality, and thereby the flattest and cleanest
surface. From the IPF map it is seen that the dominating crystal orientation
of the copper foil is the (001) direction. This is known of this type of copper
substrate due to the fabrication of rolling to a thin foil and annealing, which
promotes the (001) orientation [58] [106]. The IQ map shows that many of
the crystal domains in the foil have a poor signal, which is due to both the
roughness and the contaminants/oxidation of the surface, as seen by SEM
previously.
Figure 3.14: EBSD map of the IQ map, the IPF map and IQ with IPF
overlay map of Cu foil. (001) is the dominant crystal orientation.
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3.5 Discussion
In this work I optimized a recipe for growing single layer graphene on copper
foil. The goal of the optimization was to establish a recipe, which resulted
in graphene with a high 2D/G ratio and a low D/G ratio (defect density).
Optimization of the graphene growth recipe showed an increase in the
2D/G ratio (higher likelihood of single layer graphene) and a slight decrease
in the D/G ratio (defect density) as a function of temperature. This is sup-
ported by literature [114] [135] [12] [69], where higher growth temperature
leads to lower defect density, which can be attributed to a lower nucle-
ation density leading to fewer grain boundary defects. Within the range
of methane flow rates tested, a slight increase in 2D/G ratio for increas-
ing flow rates is observed. The D/G ratio showed a minimum value for a
methane flow rate of 10 sccm. From a previous study, it was found that a
high ratio of the partial pressures of hydrogen and methane (PH2/PCH4),
results in smaller graphene grains [114]. Therefore it is expected that a
higher methane flow would result in larger graphene grains leading to lower
D/G ratio, which was not the case here. Here it is observed that the lowest
D/G ratio is found for a PH2/PCH4 ratio of 5. In another study they find,
that decreasing the flow rate and partial pressure of methane, decreases the
nucleation density [69]. For a fixed growth time, a low flow rate would lead
to lower graphene coverage, resulting in an increased D/G ratio.
When changing the background pressure from 5 to 75 mbar, it was found
that a pressure of 20 mbar yielded the highest 2D/G and lowest D/G ratios.
In [114] they found LPCVD conditions leading to lower nucleation density
and higher coverage compared to APCVD conditions.
The measurements show no change in either the 2D/G or the D/G ratio
as a function of H2 flow rate. This is counter to what is expected, where
increasing H2 flow rates should decrease the D/G ratio as increased prefer-
ential hydrogen etching should occur with increasing flow.
Particles on the surface of the copper film act as a nucleation site for
graphene growth. I proved that the particles originate from within the
copper foil and not from the BM chamber. This was demonstrated by com-
paring two pieces of copper foil, one was folded to a sealed pocket, the other
was not. The inside of the folded piece of foil showed a similar amount of
particles than foil without folding after growth of graphene.
The success of the optimization of a graphene growth recipe was ulti-
mately limited by the reproducibility of results mainly contributed by the
poor temperature control (described in chapter 2), as well as the inconsis-
tency of the studied copper foils, in terms of roughness and contamination.
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That being said, the tendencies are that higher temperature, long growth
time and low partial pressure of argon leads to higher quality graphene.
When edges are present they can act as sites for phonon scattering, resulting
in an increased D peak in the Raman spectrum. The D peak intensities for
high temperature or long growth times are most likely reduced, due to larger
graphene grains at high temperatures or higher coverage of graphene during
long growth times. The high coverage results in a lowering of the number
of edge sites available for scattering, if the graphene grains are larger.
The contamination from aluminium oxide particles of the copper foil has
had such an impact on the growth of graphene, that the obtained results
do not compare with what has been found in literature [114] [68] [19] [116],
where they use extensive cleaning methods to obtain a usable copper sur-
face. Chemical and electrochemical pre-cleaning of copper foil are methods
described in literature, as ways to circumvent the issue of the contamination
[114] [59] [17] [127]. Some of these methods have the drawback of etching
the copper foil (in nitric acid), thereby releasing the contaminations, this
can lead to roughening of the surface (another source of nucleation sites).
Growth of graphene on thin copper films deposited on a SiO2/Si wafer,
has been shown to yield high quality graphene [109] [36] [44] [67]. Growth
of graphene on copper films on wafers, is still a new area for fabrication of
CVD graphene. There is a lot of potential for CVD graphene on wafers i.e.
graphene on wafers will scale with the current industry fabrication of electri-
cal devices, such as transistors, touchscreens and micro-electro-mechanical
(MEMS) devices like gas sensors etc if a reliable transfer method is devel-
oped. In the following chapter I will describe the process of optimizing a
graphene growth recipe on copper thin films on SiO2/Si wafers.
Chapter4
CVD graphene on Cu films
The main objective of the work described in this chapter was optimization
of growth of graphene on copper thin films on 4-inch SiO2/Si (and sapphire
wafers detailed in chapter 5). Copper thin films do not pose the same issues
as copper foils in terms of particles and surface roughness. They do however
integrate well with current wafer scale device fabrication, since they can be
scaled to fit with every size of wafers.
Growing graphene on copper thin films on wafers avoids the particles
observed on the copper foils, as well as reducing the surface roughness.
Graphene grown on wafers also integrates well with other standard clean-
room equipment e.g. lithography and reactive ion etching tools. Copper is
known to form a eutectic with silicon forming a copper silicide if the cop-
per comes in contact with the silicon wafer at elevated temperatures. The
copper silicide has a very different expansion coefficient than silicon and in
several instances shattered a wafer. This was seen after the processing when
the CVD chamber was opened. Copper silicide particles are also a source
of nucleation sites for the CVD graphene, which was shown previously to
diminish the quality of the graphene grown. These negative effects of the
copper silicides can be avoided if the underlying SiO2 layer is thick enough
that the copper does not diffuse through it. If Cu binds to silicon, forming
copper silicides, and resurface on top of the copper layer it increases the
surface roughness [94]. Different expansion coefficients of silicon and copper
silicides increases the likelihood of shattering the carrier wafer when cooling
down from a high temperature. In my project a thickness of 1 µm was found
to be sufficient, to negate copper silicides from forming.
A graphene growth recipe was adapted from [110], where CVD graphene
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is grown in a similar system to the BM system used in this project. Key
differences in the processes is the thickness of oxide used on the silicon wafers,
where a 300 nm oxide is used in [110]. I have used a 1 µm thick oxide to
avoid diffusion of copper atoms into the silicon wafer. The copper silicide
structures reported in [94] was not seen with this oxide thickness. Another
reason for increasing the oxide thickness was to remove the possibility of
silicon atoms diffusing to the surface of the copper creating more nucleation
sites for the graphene growth [44]. Particles on the surface of the copper
was one of the main problems with poor quality graphene growth on copper
foils.
Hypotheses
1b. The copper crystal size and orientation depends on the inter-
face between the carrier wafer and a deposited copper thin film,
and the annealing temperature.
2b. The defect density of CVD graphene is dependent on the
growth parameters e.g. temperature and gas flow.
3b. The graphene domain size depends on the catalyst domain
size.
4b. The defect density and growth rate depend on the different
crystal orientations of the copper catalyst.
4.1 SEM characterization
Figure 4.1(top) shows a single layer hexagonal graphene flake, which has
grown across a copper grain boundary without any change in geometry. This
was also reported in [127]. Figure 4.1(bottom) shows how the geometry or
the growth rate is not affected by crystal twinning in the copper catalyst
surface. Flakes of varying sizes and shapes are found growing equally on
crystals and their corresponding twin planes, on facets as well as on grain
boundaries.
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Figure 4.1: Top: SEM micrograph a single layer hexagonal graphene flake
on a Cu thin film. Bottom: SEM micrograph of single layer graphene flakes
grown on different crystal orientations and twin planes. Graphene flakes are
capable of growing across copper grain boundaries.
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4.2 Raman characterization
The quality of the graphene film grown on copper thin films is investigated
using Raman spectroscopy, see figure 4.2. Defects, strain, doping level, edge
type, etc of the graphene can all be extracted with Raman spectroscopy. By
utilizing the micro-Raman mapping technique it is possible to determine the
uniformity of the film, in terms of the strain, doping, and defect density etc
[65]. Mapping of as grown CVD graphene on the copper thin film catalyst
can potentially provide information in terms of the effect of the catalyst
crystallinity and roughness.
Figure 4.2: Raman spectrum of CVD graphene on copper film on a SiO2/Si
wafer. The 2D, G, and D peaks are indicated. Distinct lack of a D peak in
the spectrum is observed (very few to no defects).
As described in the introduction, one measure of the crystal quality of
a graphene film is the defect density, which describes the density of lattice
defects through the Raman I(D)/I(G) ratio, as seen in figure 4.3 and 4.4.
The two graphene samples were grown to form isolated graphene crystals
(partial coverage) at different pressures, 75 mbar and 50 mbar respectively.
The graphene was grown to a partial coverage in order to be able to visualize
individual graphene crystals, and the copper grains on which they were
grown. It can be seen by comparing the I(D)/I(G) ratio of each graphene
flake on either of the two samples that the defect density does not depend
on the crystal face on which it is grown. The sample shown in figure 4.4
shows as well no change in growth rate on different crystal grains. The
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sample in figure 4.3 shows that the nucleation density for this particular
growth to some degree depend on the crystal orientation. The large center
grain has fewer nucleation sites than its surrounding neighbor grains. The
sample in figure 4.4 shows a very low 2D/G ratio in one half of the left
crystal compared to the other half of the same crystal. The D/G and the
FWHM(G) maps do not show any variations for this particular part of the
graphene flake.
Figure 4.3: Graphene grown at 75 mbar pressure and short growth time to
achieve partial coverage of graphene. a) Optical image of the Cu surface,
where the Raman map was collected. b) Raman D/G ratio showing no sig-
nificant change in defect density of the graphene flakes grown on different
copper grains. c) FHWM of the G peak showing low doping level. d) 2D/G
peak ratio showing how the left graphene crystal is split into two regions.
Black corresponds to no signal/no graphene.
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Figure 4.4: Graphene grown at 50 mbar pressure and short growth time
to achieve partial coverage of graphene. a) Optical image of the copper
surface, where the Raman map was collected. b) Raman D/G ratio showing
no significant change in defect density of graphene flakes from one copper
crystal to another. c) FHWM of the G peak showing low doping level. d)
2D/G peak ratio shows how some graphene crystals are split into two regions,
maybe due to variations in the Cu surface. Black corresponds to no signal/no
graphene.
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4.3 EBSD characterization
EBSD characterization of annealed Cu thin films on an SiO2/Si substrate
can be used to determine the crystallographic orientations on the surface.
Figure 4.5 shows two inverse pole figure maps (IPF) overlayed on image
quality maps (IQ) at high temperature (left) and low temperature (right)
temperature. The maps show the temperature dependence on the grain sizes
and the area fraction of different copper crystal directions. From the figure
it can be seen that the larger the grains become the greater the probability
of Cu(111) orientation of the crystals (blue corresponds to Cu(111)). The
growth of the crystals in the film follows an Ostwald ripening process, where
larger crystals consume the smaller crystals, changing their orientation to
the dominant one, in this case (111). In figure 4.6 the IPF map is split into
the three major orientations, (100), (101), and (111), and the graph shows
how (100) and (101) orientations are nonexistent beyond grain areas greater
than 70 µm2.
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Figure 4.5: EBSD of the IPF map overlayed on the IQ map, showing the
temperature dependence of the area fraction of Cu(111) on a SiO2 wafer.
Copper annealed at high temperature (left) and low temperature (right).
Larger grains are observed at high temperature as well as a higher area frac-
tion of Cu(111) compared to low temperature, where grains are smaller and
the Cu(111) area fraction is significantly lower.
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Figure 4.6: IPF showing the area fractions of (100), (101), and (111) on
a copper thin film after growth of graphene involving a high temperature
annealing. Bottom graph shows the area fraction as function of grain size
of the three orientations. It is seen how the Cu(111) orientation dominates,
when grain area increases beyond 70 microns2. Continuous lines are used to
represent discrete data points in the EBSD software.
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Direct EBSD measurements of graphene is not possible due to the high
acceleration voltages generally needed for EBSD (15 keV). At this high volt-
age the backscatter electrons readily pass through the graphene sheet, which
in turn do not contribute to the EBSD signal used for analyzing the crystal
structure of the material. By conducting an EBSD study on a polycrys-
talline copper film with a partial growth of graphene, seen in figure 4.7, it
was found that graphene becomes visible due to the reduced copper oxida-
tion process, beneath the graphene and thereby increasing the image quality
in the IQ maps. The IQ or IPF maps do not provide any crystallographic
information, but it can provide insights into graphene crystal size as a func-
tion of the catalyst substrate crystal orientation. In figure 4.7 it is seen how
the graphene crystals are smaller on Cu(111) oriented grains compared to
Cu(101) and Cu(100) oriented grains.
Figure 4.7: IPF map overlayed on IQ map (left) and IPF map with better
than 50% filtered IQ map (right). This shows how the signal in the IQ map
is increased, when graphene is covering the surface of the copper.
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4.4 Optical characterization
This work was carried out in collaboration with Mathias Mølgaard, where I
played a supervisory role.
In this section, optical characterization is used to give an estimation of
the distribution of the poly-crystalline copper grain size. The copper grains
are analyzed by recording optical microscope images of the copper surface
and using an image processing software (ImageJ) to convert the images to
area data. First the images are converted to binary (black and white), and
then using a Voronoi script, see figure 4.8 (making the grain boundaries
one pixel thin) followed by an inversion and a particle analysis script. This
routine gives an estimation of the size distribution of the crystal grains.
This is done on three to four images per region to minimize artifacts in the
microscope images.
Figure 4.8: (top) Visual representation of the particle analysis routine using
ImageJ software. From left to right, optical image, Voronoi diagram, particle
count. (bottom) Schematic showing a Voronoi diagram. a) depicts an image
of three particles, b) shows how the image is divided into Voronoi cells, and
c) shows the final Voronoi cells.
The size distribution is plotted as histograms (logarithm of the area) for
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different growth temperatures in figure 4.9 (left) and different growth times
in figure 4.9 (right). The growth time was varied from 5 to 180 minutes (at
1000 °C PID controlled). The annealing temperature series ranges from 900
°C to 1000 °C in steps of 20 °C, in a hydrogen and argon atmosphere at 10
mbar pressure. The grain distribution represents the center of the wafers.
Since very small grains are not observed in the microscope a "resolu-
tion" limit has been chosen as 2 by 2 pixels. For images recorded at 20x
magnification this resolution limit corresponds to an area of 1µm2. This is
presented as a vertical red line in the histograms plotted in figure 4.9. The
same approach is done for images recorded at 50x magnification resulting in
a minimum threshold of -1.8 on the ln-axis. Since the copper grains has a
large variation due to processing conditions, the optical images are recorded
at different magnifications leading to varying resolution limits displayed in
the histograms.
From a study of Ostwald ripening theory it is shown that the grain areas
should be log-normally distributed [96]. Though in studies from 2001 and
2002 they argue that the cluster distribution approximates an exponential
[76] [75]. The mean grain area for the time and temperature series is shown
in figure 4.10 (bottom) and 4.10 (top) respectively. The data is fitted with
a log-normal distribution, which fits the data to a high degree for small to
medium sized grains, but does not fit well for larger grains. An exponential
fit is included as a comparison.
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Figure 4.9: Grain area evolution as a function of temperature (left) and time
(right). The red vertical line represents the minimum observable grain size,
of 2 by 2 pixels, using the microscope.
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Figure 4.10: The mean grain area for different annealing temperatures (top)
and annealing times (bottom). The grain area is fitted with a log-normal
fit, and an exponential fit. The error bars represents the 95 % confidence
interval for the fit-mean. Reprinted from [81].
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4.5 Discussion
In this work I optimized graphene growth on copper thin film on silicon
dioxide layers on silicon wafers. The characterization of copper grain growth
during the annealing phase of graphene growth recipes.
Utilizing a copper thin film on a wafer, shows a reduction of the amount
of contaminants present on the surface during growth of graphene. In chap-
ter 2 it was found that particles on the surface of a copper foil, act as
nucleation sites, which reduces the potential size of graphene crystals.
Through a combination of micro-Raman maps and EBSD maps, it was
found that the graphene nucleation density depends on the copper crystal
orientation, see figure 4.3 and 4.4 for Raman analysis and figure 4.5 and
4.7 for EBSD analysis. Graphene grown on Cu(111) was found to have the
lowest growth rate compared to Cu(101) and Cu(100).
The decrease in 2D/G ratio from 2˜ to 0˜.5 observed in one half of a
graphene crystal in figure 4.4, could be from a second layer of graphene
forming on that Cu grain. This would explain the large change in the 2D/G
ratio and lesser change in the D/G ratio and the FWHM(G). It may be
possible that the Cu grains all share the same major orientation e.g. (100).
This is highly unlikely, as was shown by EBSD in section 4.3. Very little
variation in the defect density of the CVD graphene was seen from the
Raman map analysis on different copper crystal orientations. This supports
what was observed in a study from 2011, where they state that the graphene
defect density does not vary with copper grain orientation for growth above
900 °C [122].
Analyzing the crystal grain in a polycrystalline copper thin film via op-
tical microscopy was carried out. Smaller grains were not analyzed well due
to the limitations of the microscope. Larger grains were typically handled
without issue. Though large grains become difficult to analyze, when they
become larger than the field of view of the microscope. Crystal twin planes
are not included in this analysis, because the optical contrast is too small
to be recognized by the microscope.
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The area fraction of Cu(111) can be changed mainly through the anneal-
ing temperature, and to a lesser degree annealing time. This is also known
from surface tension driven Ostwald ripening [96]. The log normal fit was
found to deviate from the data with increasing grain area. The exponential
fit handles the larger grains a lot better, as seen in figure 4.10. The overall
evolution of the grain areas follows the general trend of higher temperature
resulting in larger grains. The larger mean areas were found to be lower,
than the predicted relation given by the Ostwald equation. The ripening
process is mostly dependent on the temperature and the surface energy.
Chapter5
CVD Graphene on Cu films on
Sapphire
Growing graphene via CVD on copper thin film on a silicon wafer with a
thermal oxide layer of sufficient thickness to avoid copper silicides, showed
great promise as a substitute to growing graphene on a copper foil. De-
posited copper showed no particles on the surface and a much smoother
surface compared to copper foils. Going the next step would be to elimi-
nate the crystal grain boundaries in the copper thin film all together. Earlier
studies have shown how the best quality graphene, in terms of defect density,
was grown on Cu(111) [97]. So rather than trying to optimize the surface
of the copper thin film on silicon dioxide for area fraction of Cu(111), an-
other substrate which promotes Cu(111) was chosen. Annealing of copper
thin films on sapphire has been shown to enhance the Cu(111) direction up
95% of the surface area [48] [56]. The quality of the corresponding graphene
grown on single crystal Cu(111) thin films on sapphire is very high [97] [48]
[47]. In this chapter I will describe graphene growth via CVD on copper
thin films deposited on a sapphire wafer.
Hypotheses
1b. The copper crystal size and orientation depends on the inter-
face between the carrier wafer and a deposited copper thin film,
and the annealing temperature.
2b. The defect density of CVD graphene is dependent on the
growth parameters e.g. temperature and gas flow.
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3b. The graphene domain size depends on the catalyst domain
size.
4b. The defect density and growth rate depend on the different
crystal orientations of the copper catalyst.
5.1 EBSD characterization
Copper sputtered on a 1 µm SiO2/Si wafer yields a polycrystalline film after
annealing. Grain sizes ranges from a few microns up to around 1 mm in
diameter. Copper sputtered on to a c-plane (0001) sapphire wafer yields an
almost single crystalline film of Cu(111) across a 4-inch wafer, this is shown
in figure 5.2. This tendency of Cu(111) dominance on c-plane sapphire has
been report in [48] [46] [56] [44]. The surface of the annealed copper film was
analyzed in an optical microscope as well as SEM and EBSD. The copper
film becomes an almost perfect mirror, which is very difficult to analyze in
an optical microscope. SEM showed no grain boundaries as seen with copper
on SiO2, except for a few areas as seen in figure 5.1, near the edge of the
wafer. In order to examine the crystal direction of the copper film EBSD
was used, as seen in figure 5.2. This figure shows that the crystallinity is
Cu(111), as already mentioned in literature.
Figure 5.1: SEM image of large area single crystal copper on sapphire. Inset
shows a rare grain boundary near the edge of the wafer, scale bar represents
40 µm. The dark spots are graphene crystals from a partial growth recipe in
the BM, the bright lines arise from the boundary between two copper grains.
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Figure 5.2: Inverse pole figure of sputtered copper on a sapphire (0001)
wafer after annealing, showing how the copper surface is (111) oriented in
the entire scanned area. This is true for most of the wafer surface except
for few areas near the edge of the wafers.
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5.2 Design of Experiments
In order to explore graphene growth on copper thin films on sapphire wafers
to the fullest, statistical experiment planning: design of experiments (DOE)
was utilized. It was assumed that the wafer to wafer variation would be
negligible, and that day to day operation of the BM would not vary signif-
icantly. It was decided to keep the pressure constant at 20 mbar and the
growth time constant at 5 seconds - to yield a partial growth of all of the
experiments. These assumptions gave a screening design with five factors.
This design was run through a fractional factorial with 16 number of runs
plus three center points, giving a resolution of 5 with all 2-factor interac-
tions estimable. The five factors used in this design were, top heater power
%, bottom heater power %, argon flow rate, hydrogen flow rate, and finally
methane flow rate. The run order was randomized and gave the table of
experiments seen in table 5.1, with minimum, maximum and center values.
Center points are used to measure the process to process variation, since the
same experiment is carried out three times. The values given in parentheses
are nucleation density estimates due to either full coverage or nucleation site
counting. The estimates are based on an estimation of the graphene grain
size, from a visual inspection of the SEM images.
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5.2.1 SEM characterization
SEM was chosen as the characterization technique for the grown graphene.
SEM was chosen because it is a fast and a simple technique for determining
both the graphene nucleation density and the percentage of graphene cover-
ing the surface of the copper. Raman spectroscopy was used to validate the
presence of graphene and to give an indication of the defect density (D/G),
see figures 5.5, 5.5 and 5.7. Both nucleation density and coverage are impor-
tant factors for growing large high quality graphene crystals, as mentioned
in chapter 1 (Introduction).
The nucleation density was measured from the images collected in the
center of the wafers at 20k x magnification and the nucleation density was
measured as the number of graphene crystals per image. Each image repre-
sents an area of 150 µm2. The graphene coverage is measured as the covered
area divided by the total area of the image. ImageJ is used for processing
the images and calculating the nucleation density and graphene coverage.
The responses of the experiments from the DOE are shown in figure 5.3,
except the center points, shown in figure 5.4. The images in figure 5.3 are
collected in the center of the wafers and labeled according to experiment
number. A large variation is seen in the coverages, see table 5.1, from full
coverage in experiment 4 and 7, to no coverage in 8 and 14. The nucleation
density responses, in table 5.1, ranges from 4 to 639. In experiments 2, 3,
4, and 7 no measure of nucleation density could be extract from the images,
due to the graphene fully or almost fully covering the surface of the copper.
In experiment 12 no nucleation density could be measured due to the quality
of the image and the shape of the graphene crystals. An estimate was on
the basis of previous observations of CVD graphene.
In figure 5.4, the center points of the DOE design are shown. Very
little variation is seen in terms of graphene crystal shapes in the center and
halfway points of the three wafers, though the edge of wafer 11 varies quite
significantly compared to wafer 6 and 9.
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Figure 5.3: Shows SEM images of the center of the wafers of all the experi-
ments carried out in the DOE (excluding the center points). Very different
nucleation densities, area, and graphene edge roughness is seen. Scale bar
is 1 µm. For full coverage of graphene the nucleation density is difficult to
obtain.
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Figure 5.4: SEM micrographs of the graphene grown using the recipe for the
three center points. a-c) shows experiment number 6, from center, halfway
to the edge and edge of the wafer respectively. d-f) shows experiment number
9, from center, halfway to the edge and edge of the wafer respectively. g-i)
shows experiment number 11, from center, halfway to the edge and edge of
the wafer respectively. Scale bar represents 2 µm.
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Copper mass change
Weighing the wafers before and after growth of graphene gives an estimate
of the copper loss during processing, due to dewetting and evaporation. One
of the concerns with copper on SiO2 is that a very thick layer of copper is
needed to avoid dewetting and evaporation of the copper layer resulting in
a film with pinholes. With a 1.5 µm thin layer of copper on sapphire de-
wetting is not an issue. By estimating the copper loss during processing
it is possible to investigate, whether a reduction in the deposited copper
thickness is achievable, as seen from [97]. A reduction in thickness of the
copper leads to a decrease in the processing time and a minimization of the
material cost. In appendix E the changes in mass of the sapphire wafers
with deposited copper is shown. Generally the mass loss is of the order
0.005 % of the total mass (sapphire wafer + 1.5 µm layer of copper). The
average mass of a 1.5 µm layer of copper was previously measured at ∼102
mg (∼9.67 ·1020 atoms) meaning that the copper mass loss is of the order
1.1% corresponds to a loss of ∼1.06·1019 Cu atoms through evaporation.
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Raman characterization
Single Raman spectra were performed on all of the 19 wafers in the same
areas as the SEM micrographs were collected, shown for wafer center in
figure 5.5. Center of the wafers, halfway to the edge, and at the edge of
the wafers. Judging the spectra by the D/G ratio gives an indication of the
nucleation density. Since the graphene was grown to partial coverage for
the majority of the experiments, the laser spot was aimed at areas, where
graphene was visible in the spectrum.
Figure 5.5: Shows Raman spectra of experiments (1-5,7,8,10) carried out
in the DOE. Very different D/G ratios, FWHM(G), and 2D/G ratios are
seen. A huge variation is seen in the Raman spectra as expected from the
SEM images. The graphene seen from SEM in experiment 8 are so small,
they are not detected by Raman. In terms of nucleation density experiment
1 and 3 are the best.
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A Raman map was collected on a sample grown at conditions resembling
experiment 13. The optical image, Raman D/G ratio, 2D/G ratio, and
FWHM(G) maps are shown in figure 5.7. The graphene was grown under
the following conditions to achieve a partial coverage of graphene: 27%
bottom heater power, 70% top heater power, 1000 sccm of Ar and H2, 5
sccm CH4, 20 mbar pressure, and 30 second growth time, after a 30 minute
annealing in a hydrogen and argon atmosphere. The Raman spectra were
collected using a blue 455 nm excitation laser, 3 mW laser power, and three
spectra were averaged using 10 second collection time for each. The D/G
ratio is generally on the order of 0.1-0.2, with a few outliers reaching a ratio
of 1. Since the graphene is only partially covering the copper a high D/G
ratio is expected. The FWHM(G) shows little to no narrowing, meaning a
low doping level. The 2D/G ratio is very close to 1 throughout the mapped
area, meaning predominantly single layer graphene was grown.
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Figure 5.6: Shows Raman spectra of experiments (12-19) carried out in the
DOE. Very different D/G ratios, FWHM(G), and 2D/G ratios are seen.
Large D peaks are seen in all of the experiments, except for 14, 15, and 18,
where no graphene is observed.
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Figure 5.7: CVD graphene from a short growth time to achieve partial cov-
erage. a) Optical image showing the region where the Raman map was col-
lected. b) Raman D/G ratio map. c) Map of the FHWM of the G peak. d)
2D/G peak ratio map. Black corresponds to no signal/no graphene.
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5.3 DOE results
Using the SAS JMP 11 software, to model the responses found from the
experiments, the predicted coverage and nucleation densities are found in
figures 5.8 and 5.9. The Rsq value is found to be 0.91 with a p-value of
P=0.027 for coverage for a 5 % level of significance. For the nucleation
density the Rsq = 0.97 with P=0.0002 for a 5 % level of significance. The
solid red line corresponds to the mean of the model prediction, while between
the dotted red lines are P<0.05. The center points are all outside the 5
% level of significance for the predicted nucleation density and graphene
coverage.
Figure 5.8: DOE coverage response vs model prediction. The three points
circled in black are the center points that have a higher response than the
model prediction. This could be due to a parabolic effect of the mass flow
controllers, since the high and low values, of hydrogen and methane, might
be too close to the limit of the controllers.
The nucleation density response is plotted as contours of bottom heater
power vs top heater power, Ar flow rate, H2 flow rate, and CH4 flow rate,
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Figure 5.9: DOE nucleation density response vs model prediction. The three
points circled in black are the center points that have a lower response than
the model prediction. The nucleation density in this plot corresponds to the
actual number of nucleation sites in a fixed area, not the density.
in figure 5.10 a, b, c and d respectively. The response is also plottet as
hydrogen vs Ar flow rate, top heater power, and CH4 flow rate, in figure
5.11 a, b, and c respectively. The response as function of Ar flow rate vs
CH4 and top power is plottet in figure 5.11 d and e.
From the contour plots of bottom heater power it is seen that increasing
the power will result in a decrease of the nucleation density, regardless of
variation in the other four parameters.
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The contours of hydrogen flow rate vs argon flow rate, top power, and
methane flow rate, shows that a low nucleation density is achieved when
hydrogen and methane have a high flow rate, figure 5.11 c. Figure 5.11 d
shows that for high methane flow rate the argon flow rate should be low.
For a high hydrogen flow rate the argon flow rate and the top power should
be low, figure 5.11 a and b. Reducing both the top power and the argon
flow rate results in decreased nucleation density as seen in figure 5.11 e. For
a low flow rate of methane the corresponding hydrogen flow rate should be
low, while for high methane flow rate the hydrogen flow rate should be high,
to achieve a low nucleation density.
Figure 5.10: Contour plot of the nucleation density for bottom power vs top
power, Ar-, H2-, and CH4 flow rates.
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Figure 5.11: Contour plot for the nucleation density for H2 flow rate vs Ar
flow rate, top power, and CH4 flow rate. Ar flow rate vs CH4 flow rate and
top power.
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5.3.1 Summary
In order to achieve a low nucleation density the bottom heater power must
be high, and the methane flow rate should be proportional to the hydrogen
flow rate. A high coverage is achieved when the temperature is high as
well as the partial pressure of methane. A flow of argon should be avoided
during CVD growth of graphene. Table 5.2 lists the optimum parameters
for low nucleation density. High coverage of graphene is simply achieved by
increasing the growth time.
Minimum
Nucleation density
Bottom Power [%] 30
Top power [%] 75
Ar flow rate [sccm] 0
H2 flow rate [sccm] 1000
CH4 flow rate [sccm] 45
Table 5.2: Minimum values of nucleation density for CVD growth of
graphene on Cu/sapphire. The values are based on DOE with a constant
background pressure of 20 mbar, and a growth time of 30 seconds.
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5.4 Discussion
This work aimed at optimizing a graphene growth recipe in the BM using
DOE. The graphene nucleation density and coverage responses were char-
acterized by SEM on the copper surface.
Utilizing DOE to investigate the parameter space, showed that too large
ranges in parameters were chosen. Growth patterns obtained varied from
very little to no growth up to full coverage (with some second layer growth),
as seen in figure 5.3. This meant that the nucleation density, could not be
measured with the chosen parameters, for experiments 2, 3, 4, 7 and 12, due
to individual graphene grains being indistinguishable. An indication of the
optimum parameters for further study into the growth was found.
Annealing of a 1.5 µm thin sputtered copper film on a sapphire (0001)
wafer yielded almost 100% Cu(111) on the surface. This was confirmed
by EBSD and light microscopy, as well as previously mentioned in literature
[48] [46] [56] [44]. This gives a great starting point for developing a graphene
recipe with the potential of growing graphene on a cheap 4" diameter single
crystal copper wafer. Growing graphene on single crystal copper foil is
useless for mass production of graphene, due to the high cost of single crystal
foils. The surface is well understood since only one crystal orientation is
present (Cu(111)), and almost no grain boundaries are not present across a
4-inch wafer, seen in figure 5.1.
The SEM characterization of the grown graphene responses shows a very
large variation in the different experiments. The coverage ranges from no
coverage to full coverage, and the nucleation density ranges from 0.03 to 4.26
µm−2. From the experiments, where full coverage is observed a nucleation
density could not be estimated. From the DOE center points it was found
that the stability and wafer to wafer uniformity was improved compared to
PID controlled temperature, seen in chapter 3 (CVD graphene on Cu foils).
Some variations in the responses were seen in the center point experiments,
which could be explained by variations in the wafers, due to deposition
variations, different handling, etc.
Raman characterization was not used as a primary technique in this
optimization routine, due to the fact that the graphene quality changes
with a transfer. The quality change of the graphene also depend on the
transfer method e.g. chemical etching or electrochemical bubbling.
An interesting result of the DOE was that an argon flow during the
growth of graphene is detrimental to the quality. this is opposite what was
found in a study from 2010, where they found that a high argon flow rate
resulted in higher quality graphene compared to a low flow (APCVD) [6].
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Measuring the copper mass loss from graphene growth under various
conditions i.e. high and low temperatures, and large changes in gas flow
rates, showed that about 1 % or ∼1·1019 atoms of the copper is lost to evap-
oration. The wetting of the copper layer on the sapphire is much improved
compared to copper on SiO2, since no pinholes were seen, even for very high
temperatures and long processing times. This means that the thickness of
the copper can be greatly reduced. Previous work has observed that 400
nm is sufficient for graphene growth and avoiding de-wetting of the copper
from the sapphire wafer [97]. Another observation found that a minimum of
500 nm is needed for graphene growth on SiO2/Si, due to the poor wetting
of copper on SiO2 [67]. I have observed that a thickness of 500 nm Cu on
SiO2 is insufficient to grow grow high quality graphene. A much thicker Cu
layer is needed to achieve large grains due to the energetics of the Cu grain
evolution found in chapter 4. This is another reason, why growing graphene
on Cu on sapphire is a positive step towards reducing the cost of fabrication
by reducing the amount of copper needed for graphene growth.
Chapter6
GFET Measurements
CVD graphene grown on copper foil and on copper film on SiO2/Si was
transferred via electrochemical bubbling and chemical etching. The CVD
graphene sample grown on copper film on sapphire was transferred using
chemical etching. Following the transfer, the samples were patterned via e-
beam lithography, metal deposition, and RIE etching, into a GFET device,
described in chapter 1 (Introduction). The corresponding two-point IDS
vs Vgate measurements are shown in the following sections for the different
copper substrates. The measurements have all been carried out for different
temperatures, using liquid nitrogen for low temperature measurements and
the built in heater for high temperature measurements.
An SEM image of a CVD graphene Hall bar device is shown in figure
6.1. The image shows the active graphene region and where the graphene
has been etched away revealing the SiO2 gate dielectric.
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Figure 6.1: SEM image of the graphene Hall bar in a GFET device. The
image is recorded before the gold contacts have been added to the graphene
Hall bar. The bright lines are SiO2 indicated by red arrows.
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6.1 CVD graphene from Cu foil
Two-point IDS vs Vgate measurements are shown in figure 6.2(top for etching
transfer and bottom for bubbling transfer). Graphene from etching transfer
show a mobility of ∼162 cm2/(V·s), estimated from the slope of the dotted
line in figure 6.2 (top) and equation 1.2. The charge neutrality point was
estimated to be at ∼28 V. Graphene from electrochemical bubbling transfer
show a mobility of ∼970 cm2/(V·s), estimated from the slope of the dotted
line in figure 6.2 (bottom) and equation 1.2. The charge neutrality point
was estimated to be at ∼25 V.
Figure 6.2: Two-terminal conductance [4e2/h] vs Vgate measurements for
different temperatures. Top: Graphene transferred using chemical etching.
Bottom: graphene transferred using electrochemical bubbling. A mobility of
∼162 cm2/(V·s) (etching), and ∼970 cm2/(V·s) (bubbling) was estimated
from the slope of the dotted lines.
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6.2 CVD graphene from Cu film on SiO2
The two-terminal and four-terminal (IDS vs Vgate) measurements are shown
in figure 6.3 for graphene transferred via electrochemical bubbling. Figure
6.4 shows two-terminal measurements for graphene transferred via Cu etch-
ing. A four-terminal mobility of ∼2500 cm2/(V·s) was estimated from the
slope of the dotted line in figure 6.3 (bottom) and equation 1.2. A two-
terminal mobility of ∼585 cm2/(V·s) was estimated from the slope of the
dotted line in figure 6.3 (top). The sample in figure 6.4 has an estimated
mobility of ∼890 cm2/(V·s). The charge neutrality point lies at ∼27 V for
the sample in figure 6.3 and ∼38 V for the sample in figure 6.4.
Figure 6.3: TOP: Two-terminal conductance [4e2/h] vs Vgate measurements
for different temperatures. Bottom: Four-terminal measurements for differ-
ent temperatures. The graphene was transferred using electrochemical bub-
bling. The four-terminal carrier mobility is ∼2500 cm2/(V·s) and the two-
terminal carrier mobility is ∼585 cm2/(V·s), estimated from the slope of the
dotted lines.
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Figure 6.4: Two-terminal conductance [4e2/h] vs Vgate measurements for
different temperatures. The graphene was transferred using chemical etching
of the Cu. A mobility of ∼890 cm2/(V·s) was estimated from the slope of
the dotted line.
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6.3 CVD graphene from Cu film on sapphire
Two-terminal measurements resulted in an estimated mobility of ∼1395
cm2/(V·s), from the slope of the dotted line in figure 6.5 and equation 1.2.
The charge neutrality point was estimated to be at 26 V for the sample in
figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Two-terminal conductance [4e2/h] vs Vgate measurements for
different temperatures. The graphene was transferred using chemical etching
of the Cu. A mobility of ∼1195 cm2/(V·s) was estimated from the slope of
the dotted line.
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6.4 Discussion
GFET devices were fabricated and characterized. A carrier mobility of ∼162
cm2/(V·s) was found from the two-terminal measurements, of graphene
grown on copper foil and transferred using chemical etching of the cop-
per. One possible explanation, why the carrier mobility was so low could
be due to line defects, as found in [107]. another reason could be that the
chemical etching of the copper induced a lot of defects in the graphene or
left Cu residues on the graphene creating scattering centers. The carrier mo-
bility of the graphene transferred using electrochemical bubbling was ∼970
cm2/(V·s), which is much larger than for the etching transfer.
The carrier mobilities of graphene grown on copper on Si2 and transferred
using electrochemical bubbling, was found from the two- and four-terminal
measurements to be ∼585 cm2/(V·s) to ∼2500 cm2/(V·s) respectively. This
could be due to a difference in contact resistance since the Schottky barrier is
negligible for the four-terminal measurement. The mobility of the graphene
transferred using chemical etching was found to be ∼890 cm2/(V·s). This
is reverse of what was observed for the graphene grown on copper foil. The
difference could be due to the fact that the copper film is much cleaner and
smoother than the copper foil leaving less particles after transfer.
The two-terminal carrier mobility of graphene grown on copper film
on sapphire, transferred using chemical etching, was found to be ∼1395
cm2/(V·s) and the highest two-terminal carrier mobility of all of the samples
measured. If the difference in contact resistance observed between the two-
and four-terminal measurements in this chapter is any indication, the ex-
pected four-terminal measurements of the two-terminal measurements would
be about four times higher.
A huge variation is seen in the carrier mobilities of the CVD GFET
devices. Five Hall bar devices out of 100 planned, were measurable. A yield
of 5 % just shows how difficult it is to fabricate CVD GFET devices. The
transfer methods are not very reliable and possibly damage the graphene
in the process. After the graphene transfer the lithographic processing has
potential for damaging the graphene even further through e.g. doping from
the polymers, electron beam damage during e-beam lithography, intense
heating during metal deposition and physical damage from the RIE etc. All
of these lithography steps requires that some kind of material i.e. resist or
metal is deposited on top of the graphene and these have to be removed,
potentially removing some part of the graphene in the process.
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Chapter7
Conclusion
Optimization of recipes for LPCVD growth of graphene on copper foil, cop-
per thin film on SiO2/Si wafers, and copper thin films on sapphire wafers
was carried out. CVD growth of graphene on commercially available copper
foil showed that the aluminium oxide particles present on the surface act
as nucleation sites for graphene growth. The dominating influence of the
particles made general observations of the growth parameters inconclusive.
The number of particles on the surface also reduces the potential size of each
graphene flake grown. It was not possible to assess the influence of the range
of gas flows explored, due to the influence of the particles in determining the
number density of nucleation sites. I also determined that it is not possible
to perform Raman characterization on graphene grown on copper foils using
either a 633 nm or a 532 nm excitation source, due to the large fluorescence
background and low signal to noise ratio introducing severe errors in the
peak fitting algorithm.
Growing graphene on copper foil showed that the nucleation density was
very much dependent on the amount of aluminium oxide particles on the
surface of the foil. Replacing the copper foil with a copper thin film de-
posited on a SiO2/Si wafer produced a catalyst layer which was free of
aluminium oxide particles. An increase in the size of the graphene flakes
was achieved on copper film compared to copper foil, thanks to enhanced
control over the number density of nucleation sites. Since copper thin films
on SiO2 produces a polycrystalline layer with many grain boundaries it is
apparent that these boundary sites would lead more nucleation sites than a
single crystalline copper film would, as in the case of copper on sapphire.
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From Raman spectroscopy mapping and electron backscatter diffrac-
tion analysis it was found that the nucleation density depends on the cop-
per crystal orientation, with Cu(111) producing the fewest nucleation sites.
The growth rate of the graphene flakes was also found to be the lowest for
Cu(111). Though in this study a clear conclusion concerning the defect den-
sity dependence on the copper crystal orientation was not found. It could be
argued that with a lower nucleation density on Cu(111), compared with the
other main orientations, fewer grain boundaries would be present leading to
fewer line defects. defects.
The grain sizes in polycrystalline copper thin films on SiO2 was found to be
highly dependent on the annealing temperature over the range 900 to 1000
°C. Varying the annealing time between 5 and 180 minutes did not show
an appreciable effect on the grain size, as assessed by optical microscopic
inspection of the copper surface, assisted by digital image processing tech-
niques including thresholding and Voronoi subdivision of the surface. Higher
temperatures lead to larger mean grain sizes, and a resulting bimodal distri-
bution in the grain sizes. It was observed that the larger the copper grains
the greater the probability of them being Cu(111) orientation. By changing
the carrier wafer from SiO2 to c-plane sapphire it was possible to increase
the copper grain size significantly. The copper thin film on sapphire showed
almost exclusively Cu(111) behaviour across an entire 4 inch wafer after
graphene growth. These observations confirm the first hypothesis that, the
copper grain sizes and orientations depends on the surface energy between
the carrier wafer and the deposited copper thin film and the annealing tem-
perature.
Design of experiment (DOE) analysis was used to optimize a process recipe,
for growing high quality graphene on copper thin film on sapphire wafers.
The DOE aimed at minimizing the graphene nucleation density and max-
imizing the coverage. The ranges chosen for the gas flow rates of argon,
hydrogen and methane proved to be too great resulting in either no growth
or complete growth of graphene, making measurements of graphene cover-
age and nucleation density impossible for these extreme cases. Estimations
based on previous observations were added to the model. This resulted in
an incomplete set of data for the DOE experiments, which resulted in an
incomplete model. A complete and detailed model can easily be achieved
with the addition of more experiments, in the relevant range.
From the DOE experiments it was found that different growth conditions
did lead to strong variations in the size and shape of the grown graphene
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crystals. Since the surface of the Cu catalyst layers on sapphire (0001) wafers
were highly uniform, almost completely Cu(111) in orientation and very low
degree of roughness, it is argued that only the chamber conditions during
the growth of graphene influence the shape and size of the graphene crystals.
Previous studies also support these observations that the shape of graphene
crystals can be manipulated at will by changing the gas composition at
APCVD conditions [79].
It was possible to show that the nucleation density decreased at high
temperature through these DOE experiments, and additionally the methane
flow rate should be comparable to the hydrogen flow rate. A decrease in the
nucleation density was also observed for low partial pressures of argon during
growth of graphene. A high coverage was achieved when the temperature
was high and a high partial pressure of methane was present. These obser-
vations indicate that the defect density of cvd graphene is dependent on the
growth parameters e.g. temperature and gas flow.
Graphene field effect transistor (GFET) devices were fabricated from
CVD grown graphene on copper foil and copper thin film on wafers (SiO2/Si
and c-plane sapphire). The CVD graphene was patterned to a Hall bar ge-
ometry using e-beam lithography and RIE etching. Metal contacts were
added through a lift-off process. Graphene transferred using chemical etch-
ing showed two-terminal room temperature mobilities of 1395 cm2/(V·s) for
graphene grown on copper on sapphire, 585 cm2/(V·s) for graphene grown
on copper on SiO2/Si, and 162 cm2/(V·s) for graphene grown on copper
foil. The device made from graphene grown on copper on SiO2/Si showed a
four-terminal mobility of 2500 cm2/(V·s). The large difference in mobilities
measured on the different samples could be due to line defects across the
graphene Hall bar device [107]. These measurements do show that, CVD
growth of graphene is a viable way of fabricating GFET devices with a high
carrier mobility. While the measured mobilities of CVD graphene do not
approach those for exfoliated graphene, the room temperature two-terminal
electron mobility found from graphene grown on Cu on sapphire showed
great promise. Improving the growth conditions, the lithographic pattern-
ing processes, and especially the transfer process could change the fact.
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Chapter8
Outlook
CVD fabrication of graphene is already used in industry for large area trans-
parent electrodes. The price of fabrication is still high and the quality of a
transparent graphene electrode has not reached its potential yet. By con-
tinued research into the optimization of CVD grown graphene the cost of
fabrication will decrease and the quality of the film increase.
Further investigation of CVD growth of graphene on metal thin films de-
posited on wafers is needed for better understanding of the growth kinetics.
Specifically graphene growth where a lower flow rate of methane can be used
and a higher degree of control over the temperature. The following transfer
process, and device fabrication e.g. GFETs or transparent electrodes also
needs further investigation. A transfer process where a higher degree of cov-
erage can be obtained as well as improving the time of transfer, which can
be more than 12 hours for etching of thin copper layers.
Further optimizations of graphene growth on copper foils have two paths
to follow. One is to perform extensive chemical, electro-chemical or mechan-
ical polishing of the foils before using them for CVD graphene growth. The
other route would be to fabricate the copper foils in a way, where this harsh
mechanical polishing is not necessary. This could be achieved by deposition
of a thin high purity copper layer on a silicon wafer followed by electro-
plating a thicker copper layer as carrier. The wafer can then be removed
from the copper foil and the foil side facing the silicon wafer used for CVD
growth of graphene. Early prototype substrates has been fabricated by An-
drei Andreiuvski and graphene growth performed by Filippo Pizzochero with
excellent results obtained.
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One scientific research area, where graphene can contribute is micro- and
nano-fluidic systems. The number of applications, that can be simplified and
reduced in size and cost, such as lab-on-a-chip devices, where a liquid sample
is injected and analyzed. Micro-fluidic devices are also of interest for cell
culture on-chip, and for this purpose cell biologists are using ITO as an
electrode for heating the sample to the culture temperature, but ITO has
the downside that it fluoresces at wavelengths which are commonly used
for detection of biomarkers. By replacing the ITO electrode with graphene,
which does not fluoresce at those wavelengths, it would be possible to achieve
more accurate measurements.
Another interesting micro-fluidic application would be to use graphene
as an acoustophoretic transducer for particle separation or trapping. By ap-
plying an alternating potential across a graphene electrode in a micro-fluidic
device, it would be possible to create a standing wave between the sidewalls
of the channel, creating a nodal point/line in the channel. Particles of a cer-
tain size would travel to the nodal point/line and larger or smaller particles
will move away from it. Increasing the average domain size of CVD grown
graphene by tuning the catalytic material is also going to be part of future
works.
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AppendixA
Peak Fitting Script
The Matlab script used for fitting of Raman data is shown in the following
section. Each spectrum is fitted using the script in A.1, and the peak heights,
widths, areas, ratios, etc are analyzed using the the script in A.2.
A.1 Raman Peak Fitting
143
function 
[FitResults,LowestError,BestStart,xi,yi]=peakfit(signal,center,window,NumPeaks,peakshape,extra,NumTrials
,start,AUTOZERO) 
% Version 2.2: October, 2011. Fits Gaussian, equal-width Gaussians, exponentially-broadened 
% Gaussian, Lorentzian, equal-width Lorentzians, Pearson, Logistic, exponential 
% pulse, abd sigmoid shapes (expandable to other shapes).   
%  
% PEAKFIT(signal,center,window,NumPeaks,peakshape); 
% Specifies the peak shape of the model: "peakshape" = 1-5. 
% (1=Gaussian (default), 2=Lorentzian, 3=logistic, 4=Pearson,  
% 5=exponentionally broadened Gaussian; 6=equal-width Gaussians; 
% 7=Equal-width Lorentzians; 8=exponentionally broadened equal-width 
% Gaussian, 9=exponential pulse, 10=sigmoid). 
% 
% [FitResults,MeanFitError]=PEAKFIT(signal,center,window...) 
% Returns the FitResults vector in the order peak number, peak 
% position, peak height, peak width, and peak area), and the MeanFitError 
% (the percent RMS difference between the data and the model in the 
% selected segment of that data) of the best fit. 
% 
% Optional output parameters  
% 1. FitResults: a table of model peak parameters, one row for each peak, 
%    listing Peak number, Peak position, Height, Width, and Peak area. 
% 2. LowestError: The rms fitting error of the best trial fit. 
% 3. BestStart: the starting guesses that gave the best fit. 
% 4. xi: vector containing 100 interploated x-values for the model peaks.  
% 5. yi: matrix containing the y values of each model peak at each xi.  
%    Type plot(xi,yi(1,:)) to plot peak 1 or plot(xi,yi) to plot all peaks 
% 
% T. C. O'Haver (toh@umd.edu). Version 2.2  
%   
% 
% Example 4: 
% >> y=lorentzian(1:100,50,2);peakfit(y,50,100,1,2) 
% Create and fit Lorentzian located at x=50, height=1, width=2. 
% 
%        Peak number  Peak position   Height     Width      Peak area 
%            1           50      0.99974       1.9971       3.1079 
 
% 
% For more details, see 
% http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/CurveFittingC.html and 
% http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/spectrum/InteractivePeakFitter.htm 
% 
 
 
% Remove baseline from data segment (alternative code) 
% lxx=length(xx); 
% bkgsize=10; 
% if AUTOZERO==1,  % linear autozero operation   
%     XX1=xx(1:round(lxx/bkgsize)); 
%     XX2=xx((lxx-round(lxx/bkgsize)):lxx); 
%     Y1=yy(1:round(length(xx)/bkgsize)); 
%     Y2=yy((lxx-round(lxx/bkgsize)):lxx); 
%     bkgcoef=polyfit([XX1,XX2],[Y1,Y2],1);  % Fit straight line to sub-group of points 
%     bkg=polyval(bkgcoef,xx); 
%     yy=yy-bkg; 
% end % if 
 
% Remove baseline from data segment 
X1=min(xx);X2=max(xx);Y1=min(Y);Y2=max(Y); 
if AUTOZERO==1, % linear autozero operation   
  Y1=mean(yy(1:length(xx)/20)); 
  Y2=mean(yy((length(xx)-length(xx)/20):length(xx))); 
  yy=yy-((Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1)*(xx-X1)+Y1); 
end % if 
 
if AUTOZERO==2, % Quadratic autozero operation   
    XX1=xx(1:round(lxx/bkgsize)); 
    XX2=xx((lxx-round(lxx/bkgsize)):lxx); 
    Y1=yy(1:round(length(xx)/bkgsize)); 
    Y2=yy((lxx-round(lxx/bkgsize)):lxx); 
    bkgcoef=polyfit([XX1,XX2],[Y1,Y2],2);  % Fit parabola to sub-group of points 
    bkg=polyval(bkgcoef,xx); 
    yy=yy-bkg; 
end % if autozero 
 
% Perform peak fitting for selected peak shape using fminsearch function 
options = optimset('TolX',.00001,'Display','off' ); 
LowestError=1000; % or any big number greater than largest error expected 
FitParameters=zeros(1,NumPeaks.*2);  
BestStart=zeros(1,NumPeaks.*2);  
height=zeros(1,NumPeaks);  
bestmodel=zeros(size(yy)); 
for k=1:NumTrials,  
    % disp(['Trial number ' num2str(k) ] ) % optionally prints the current trial number as progress indicator 
  switch peakshape 
    case 2 
        TrialParameters=fminsearch(@fitlorentzian,newstart,options,xx,yy); 
        ShapeString='Lorentzian';     
    end % switch peakshape 
   
% Construct model from Trial parameters 
A=zeros(NumPeaks,n); 
for m=1:NumPeaks, 
   switch peakshape 
     
    case 2 
        A(m,:)=lorentzian(xx,TrialParameters(2*m-1),TrialParameters(2*m)); 
    end % switch 
     
switch NumPeaks % adds random variation to non-linear parameters 
       case 1 
          newstart=[newstart(1)*(1+randn/50) newstart(2)*(1+randn/10)];  
       case 2 
          newstart=[newstart(1)*(1+randn/50) newstart(2)*(1+randn/10) newstart(3)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(4)*(1+randn/10)];  
       case 3 
          newstart=[newstart(1)*(1+randn/50) newstart(2)*(1+randn/10) newstart(3)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(4)*(1+randn/10) newstart(5)*(1+randn/50) newstart(6)*(1+randn/10)];  
       case 4 
          newstart=[newstart(1)*(1+randn/50) newstart(2)*(1+randn/10) newstart(3)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(4)*(1+randn/10) newstart(5)*(1+randn/50) newstart(6)*(1+randn/10)  newstart(7)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(8)*(1+randn/10)];  
       case 5 
          newstart=[newstart(1)*(1+randn/50) newstart(2)*(1+randn/10) newstart(3)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(4)*(1+randn/10) newstart(5)*(1+randn/50) newstart(6)*(1+randn/10)  newstart(7)*(1+randn/50) 
newstart(8)*(1+randn/10)  newstart(9)*(1+randn/50) newstart(10)*(1+randn/10)];  
       otherwise        
     end % switch NumPeaks 
end % for 
% Multiplies each row by the corresponding amplitude and adds them up 
model=PEAKHEIGHTS'*A; 
 
% Compare trial model to data segment and compute the fit error 
  MeanFitError=100*norm(yy-model)./(sqrt(n)*max(yy)); 
  % Take only the single fit that has the lowest MeanFitError 
  if MeanFitError<LowestError,  
      if min(PEAKHEIGHTS)>0,  % Consider only fits with positive peak heights 
        LowestError=MeanFitError;  % Assign LowestError to the lowest MeanFitError 
        FitParameters=TrialParameters;  % Assign FitParameters to the fit with the lowest MeanFitError 
        BestStart=newstart; % Assign BestStart to the start with the lowest MeanFitError 
        height=PEAKHEIGHTS; % Assign height to the PEAKHEIGHTS with the lowest MeanFitError 
        bestmodel=model; % Assign bestmodel to the model with the lowest MeanFitError 
      end % if min(PEAKHEIGHTS)>0 
  end % if MeanFitError<LowestError 
end % for k (NumTrials) 
% 
% Construct model from best-fit parameters 
AA=zeros(NumPeaks,100); 
xxx=linspace(min(xx),max(xx)); 
for m=1:NumPeaks, 
   switch peakshape 
     
    case 2 
        AA(m,:)=lorentzian(xxx,FitParameters(2*m-1),FitParameters(2*m)); 
        otherwise 
  end % switch 
end % for 
 
% Multiplies each row by the corresponding amplitude and adds them up 
heightsize=size(height'); 
AAsize=size(AA); 
if heightsize(2)==AAsize(1), 
   mmodel=height'*AA; 
else 
    mmodel=height*AA; 
end 
 
% Put results into a matrix, one row for each peak, showing peak index number, 
% position, amplitude, and width. 
for m=1:NumPeaks, 
    if m==1, 
        if peakshape==6||peakshape==7||peakshape==8, % equal-width peak models 
           FitResults=[[round(m) FitParameters(m)+xoffset height(m) abs(FitParameters(NumPeaks+1)) 
area(m)]]; 
        else 
           FitResults=[[round(m) FitParameters(2*m-1)+xoffset height(m) abs(FitParameters(2*m)) area(m)]]; 
        end % if peakshape 
    else 
        if peakshape==6||peakshape==7||peakshape==8, % equal-width peak models 
           FitResults=[FitResults ; [round(m) FitParameters(m)+xoffset height(m) 
abs(FitParameters(NumPeaks+1)) area(m)]]; 
        else 
           FitResults=[FitResults ; [round(m) FitParameters(2*m-1)+xoffset height(m) abs(FitParameters(2*m)) 
area(m)]]; 
        end % if peakshape 
     end % m==1 
end % for m=1:NumPeaks 
 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function start=calcstart(xx,NumPeaks,xoffset) 
  n=max(xx)-min(xx); 
  start=[]; 
  startpos=[n/(NumPeaks+1):n/(NumPeaks+1):n-(n/(NumPeaks+1))]+min(xx); 
  for marker=1:NumPeaks, 
      markx=startpos(marker)+ xoffset; 
      start=[start markx n/5]; 
  end % for marker 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function [index,closestval]=val2ind(x,val) 
% Returns the index and the value of the element of vector x that is closest to val 
% If more than one element is equally close, returns vectors of indicies and values 
% Tom O'Haver (toh@umd.edu) October 2006 
% Examples: If x=[1 2 4 3 5 9 6 4 5 3 1], then val2ind(x,6)=7 and val2ind(x,5.1)=[5 9] 
% [indices values]=val2ind(x,3.3) returns indices = [4 10] and values = [3 3] 
dif=abs(x-val); 
index=find((dif-min(dif))==0); 
closestval=x(index); 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function err = fitlorentzian(lambda,t,y) 
% Fitting function for single lorentzian, lambda(1)=position, lambda(2)=width 
% Fitgauss assumes a lorentzian function  
global PEAKHEIGHTS 
A = zeros(length(t),round(length(lambda)/2)); 
for j = 1:length(lambda)/2, 
    A(:,j) = lorentzian(t,lambda(2*j-1),lambda(2*j))'; 
end 
PEAKHEIGHTS = A\y'; 
z = A*PEAKHEIGHTS; 
err = norm(z-y'); 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
function g = lorentzian(x,position,width) 
% lorentzian(x,position,width) Lorentzian function. 
% where x may be scalar, vector, or matrix 
% position and width scalar 
% T. C. O'Haver, 1988 
% Example: lorentzian([1 2 3],2,2) gives result [0.5 1 0.5] 
g=ones(size(x))./(1+((x-position)./(0.5.*width)).^2); 
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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A.2 Raman Data Analysis
%% Plots Raman map data from Omnic software- previous analyised by 
run_spectrum_analysis_multi.m 
clc; 
clear all; 
[matfilename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.mat', 'Select .mat-file','MultiSelect', 
'off'); 
% Convert to readable format 
tempstr = load(matfilename); %for testing only 
tempcell=struct2cell(tempstr); 
master=cell2mat(tempcell); 
  
  
ErrorThreshold=15; %Error threshold in percent 
DErrorThreshold=ErrorThreshold; 
DDErrorThreshold=ErrorThreshold; 
GErrorThreshold=ErrorThreshold; % Just in case you need to change on invidually... 
  
threshold=1e5; %% Over this value of counts and it's assumes to be an error.  
  
stepsize=input('Step size in nm: '); 
h = input('Width of Map in steps: '); 
jj=size(master); 
w=jj(2)/h; 
k=1; 
%Allows Matlab to plot the scales correctly 
ylength=(1:w)*stepsize; 
xlength=(1:h)*stepsize; 
for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
         D(i,j) = master(3,k); 
         G(i,j) = master(7,k); 
         DD(i,j) = master(11,k); 
         Dpos(i,j) = master(2,k); 
         Gpos(i,j) = master(6,k); 
         DDpos(i,j) = master(10,k); 
         Derror(i,j) = master(5,k); 
         Gerror(i,j) = master(9,k); 
         DDerror(i,j) = master(13,k); 
         FWHMG(i,j) = master(8,k); 
         FWHMDD(i,j) = master(12,k); 
         k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
  
   for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if Gerror(i,j)>GErrorThreshold 
            D(i,j)=0.0; 
            G(i,j)=0.0; 
            DD(i,j)=0.0; 
            FWHMG(i,j)=0.0; 
            FWHMDD(i,j)=0.0; 
            Gpos(i,j)=0.0; 
            Dpos(i,j)=0.0; 
            DDpos(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            D(i,j)=D(i,j); 
            G(i,j)=G(i,j); 
            DD(i,j)=DD(i,j); 
            FWHMG(i,j)=FWHMG(i,j); 
            FWHMDD(i,j)=FWHMDD(i,j); 
            Gpos(i,j)=Gpos(i,j); 
            Dpos(i,j)=Dpos(i,j); 
            DDpos(i,j)=DDpos(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
   end 
  
  
for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        if D(i,j)>100; 
            D(i,j)=0; 
        elseif D(i,j)==0 
                        D(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            D(i,j)=D(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        if G(i,j)>threshold; 
             G(i,j)=1; 
        elseif G(i,j)==0 
             G(i,j)=1; 
        else 
             G(i,j)=G(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        if DD(i,j)>threshold; 
             DD(i,j)=1; 
        elseif  DD(i,j)==0 
             DD(i,j)=0; 
        else 
             DD(i,j)=DD(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Define even more varaibles 
 DDoverG=DD./G; 
 DoverG=D./G; 
  
  
 for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        chip=isinf(DoverG(i,j)); 
        if chip==1 
            DoverG(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            DoverG(i,j)=DoverG(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
 for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        chip=isinf(DDoverG(i,j)); 
        if chip==1 
            DDoverG(i,j)=0; 
        else 
            DDoverG(i,j)=DDoverG(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
 end 
  
% Exclude values which are just noise of the substrate 
DoverGThreshold=10;DDoverGThreshold=5; 
 for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
        if DoverG(i,j)==0.0 
            DoverG(i,j)=-0.1; 
        else 
            DoverG(i,j)=DoverG(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
% surf 
  
 for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if DDoverG(i,j)>DDoverGThreshold 
            DDoverG(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            DDoverG(i,j)=DDoverG(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
 end 
  for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if abs(Dpos(i,j))>1380 
            Dpos(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            Dpos(i,j)=Dpos(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
 end 
   for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if abs(DDpos(i,j))>2750 
            DDpos(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            DDpos(i,j)=DDpos(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
   end 
   for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if abs(Gpos(i,j))>1630 
            Gpos(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            Gpos(i,j)=Gpos(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
   end 
   for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if (FWHMG(i,j))>75 
            FWHMG(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            FWHMG(i,j)=FWHMG(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
   end 
    for i=1:w 
    for j=1:h 
                if (FWHMDD(i,j))>100 
            FWHMDD(i,j)=0.0; 
        else 
            FWHMDD(i,j)=FWHMDD(i,j); 
        end 
    end 
    end 
    
   % Plot Shift in G peak 
% 
% 
figure1 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.949999988079071 
0.025000000372529 0;0.899999976158142 0.0500000007450581 0;0.850000023841858 
0.0750000029802322 0;0.800000011920929 0.100000001490116 0;0.75 0.125 
0;0.700000047683716 0.150000005960464 0;0.650000035762787 0.174999997019768 
0;0.600000023841858 0.200000002980232 0]); 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[1570 1630]); 
grid(axes1,'on'); 
hold(axes1,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,Gpos,'Parent',axes1,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('G peak position [cm^{-1}]','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes1,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes1,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes1); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\Gpos\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
% Plot Shift in D peak 
figure2 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes2 = axes('Parent',figure2,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[1320 1380]); 
grid(axes2,'on'); 
hold(axes2,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,Dpos,'Parent',axes2,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('D peak position [cm^{-1}]','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes2,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes2,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes2); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\Dpos\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
  
% Plot Shift in 2D peak 
figure3 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes3 = axes('Parent',figure3,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[2650 2750]); 
grid(axes3,'on'); 
hold(axes3,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,DDpos,'Parent',axes3,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('2D peak position [cm^{-1}]','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes3,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes3,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes3); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\2Dpos\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
    
    
% Make Ze Figures- 2D over G 
figure4 = figure('Colormap',[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 
0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 
1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 
1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 
1 0.6875;0.375 1 0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 
0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 
0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 
0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 
0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 
0]); 
% Create axes 
axes4 = axes('Parent',figure4,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[0 3]); 
grid(axes4,'on'); 
hold(axes4,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,DDoverG,'Parent',axes4,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('2D/G Peak Intensity','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes4,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes4,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes4); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\2D-G\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
  
% Make Ze Figure- D over G 
figure5 = figure('Colormap',[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 
0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 
1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 
1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 
1 0.6875;0.375 1 0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 
0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 
0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 
0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 
0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 
0]); 
% Create axes 
axes5 = axes('Parent',figure5,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[0 1]); 
grid(axes5,'on'); 
hold(axes5,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,DoverG,'Parent',axes5,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('D/G Peak Intensity','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes5,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes5,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes5); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\D-G\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
  
% Plot D peak only 
% 
% 
figure6 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes6 = axes('Parent',figure6,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24); 
grid(axes6,'on'); 
hold(axes6,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,D,'Parent',axes6,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('D Peak Intensity','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes6,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes6,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes6); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\Dpeak\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
% Plot G peak only 
% 
% 
figure7 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes7 = axes('Parent',figure7,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24); 
grid(axes7,'on'); 
hold(axes7,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,G,'Parent',axes7,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('G Peak Intensity','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes7,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes7,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes7); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\Gpeak\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
  
% Plot FWHM G  
% 
% 
figure8 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes8 = axes('Parent',figure8,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[5 40]); 
grid(axes8,'on'); 
hold(axes8,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,FWHMG,'Parent',axes8,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('FWHM of G','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes8,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes8,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes8); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\FWHMG\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
  
  
% Plot FWHM 2D  
% 
% 
figure9 = figure('Colormap',... 
[0 0 0;0 0 0.625;0 0 0.6875;0 0 0.75;0 0 0.8125;0 0 0.875;0 0 0.9375;0 0 1;0 0.0625 
1;0 0.125 1;0 0.1875 1;0 0.25 1;0 0.3125 1;0 0.375 1;0 0.4375 1;0 0.5 1;0 0.5625 
1;0 0.625 1;0 0.6875 1;0 0.75 1;0 0.8125 1;0 0.875 1;0 0.9375 1;0 1 1;0.0625 1 
0.9375;0.125 1 0.875;0.1875 1 0.8125;0.25 1 0.75;0.3125 1 0.6875;0.375 1 
0.625;0.4375 1 0.5625;0.5 1 0.5;0.5625 1 0.4375;0.625 1 0.375;0.6875 1 0.3125;0.75 
1 0.25;0.8125 1 0.1875;0.875 1 0.125;0.9375 1 0.0625;1 1 0;1 0.9375 0;1 0.875 0;1 
0.8125 0;1 0.75 0;1 0.6875 0;1 0.625 0;1 0.5625 0;1 0.5 0;1 0.4375 0;1 0.375 0;1 
0.3125 0;1 0.25 0;1 0.1875 0;1 0.125 0;1 0.0625 0;1 0 0;0.9375 0 0;0.875 0 0;0.8125 
0 0;0.75 0 0;0.6875 0 0;0.625 0 0;0.5625 0 0;0.5 0 0]); 
axes9 = axes('Parent',figure9,'LineWidth',2,'FontSize',24,'CLim',[20 60]); 
grid(axes9,'on'); 
hold(axes9,'all'); 
% Create surf 
surf(xlength./1000,ylength./1000,FWHMDD,'Parent',axes9,'EdgeColor','none'); 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Position (\mum)','FontSize',24); 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Intensity (arb. units)','FontSize',24); 
% Create title 
title('FWHM of 2D','FontSize',24); 
xlim(axes9,[0 stepsize*h/1000]);ylim(axes9,[0 stepsize*w/1000]); 
colorbar('peer',axes9); 
axis equal;axis tight 
hold on 
style 
filepath = 'C:\Users\mbar\Dropbox\DTU\PhD\Raman\Pressure\Matlab\FWHM2D\'; 
filename = matfilename; 
set(gcf,'color',[1 1 1]) 
export_fig(fullfile(filepath,filename),'-png','-pdf','-m3.0') 
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AppendixB
Example recipes for LPCVD
growth of graphene
B.1 Example Recipe for CVD Graphene on Cu
Foil
COMM H2, CH4, Ar, Ar
VALV 1 OPEN
WAIT PRES < 0.05
VALV 1 CLOSE
TUNE PCON pecvd at 6mbar
PCON ON 20.0 1.0
TUNE HTTC 1000C DTU
TUNE TOPH HT 1000C stable
TOPH ON 1000.0 200.0
HEAT ON 1000.0 200.0
WAIT TIME > 300
COMM wait for heater stabilisation
WAIT TEMP > 995.0
COMM start annealing
FLOW 6 ON 20
FLOW 2 ON 0
WAIT TIME > 600
COMM start growth
FLOW 3 ON 10
WAIT TIME > 600
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COMM set growth time
TOPH OFF
HEAT OFF
PCON OFF
VALV 1 OPEN
COMM adding argon and hydrogen to cool
WAIT TEMP < 180.0
FLOW 2 OFF
FLOW 3 OFF
FLOW 6 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.05
B.2 Example Recipe for CVD Graphene on Cu
Film on SiO2/Si
COMM H2, CH4, Ar, Ar
VALV 1 OPEN
TUNE PCON Fully open
PCON ON 1.0 1.0
FLOW 2 ON 1000
WAIT TIME > 15
FLOW 2 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.20
VALV 1 CLOSE
FLOW 2 ON 1000
VALV 1 OPEN
WAIT TIME > 15
FLOW 2 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.20
VALV 1 CLOSE
FLOW 6 ON 1000
TUNE PCON 25 MBAR AT 1000 SCCM
PCON ON 25.0 1.0
TUNE HTTC 950C 40 POWER
TUNE TOPH 900C 40 POWER
TOPH ON 500.0 150.0
HEAT ON 500.0 150.0
WAIT TIME > 30
B.2. EXAMPLE RECIPE FOR CVDGRAPHENEON CU FILMON SIO2/SI167
WAIT TEMP > 495.0
WAIT TIME > 905
HEAT ON 950.0 50.0
TOPH ON 950.0 50.0
TUNE HTTC 1000C DTU
TUNE TOPH HT 1000C stable
WAIT TEMP > 955.0
WAIT TIME > 900
COMM start growth
FLOW 6 OFF
VALV 1 OPEN
WAIT TIME > 90
WAIT PRES < 0.40
TUNE PCON Graphene lowest pressure
PCON ON 1.0 1.0
FLOW 3 ON 4
FLOW 6 ON 800
WAIT TIME > 10
FLOW 3 OFF
VALV 1 CLOSE
COMM set cool down rate
TOPH ON 400.0 50.0
HEAT ON 400.0 50.0
WAIT TEMP < 500.0
HEAT OFF
TOPH OFF
PCON ON 50.0 1.0
FLOW 1 ON 500
FLOW 2 ON 500
WAIT TEMP < 200.0
PCON OFF
VALV 1 OPEN
WAIT TEMP < 120.0
FLOW 2 OFF
FLOW 1 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.05
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B.3 DOE Recipe for CVD Graphene on Cu Film
on Sapphire
COMM Ar, Ar, CH4, x, x, H2
COMM FlushingChamber
VALV 1 OPEN
FLOW 2 ON 1000
WAIT TIME > 60
FLOW 2 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.05
VALV 1 CLOSE
TUNE PCON Graphene bumpstop 15-90mbar
PCON ON 20.0 1.0
COMM Annealing
FLOW 6 ON 1000
FLOW 2 ON 1000
WAIT TIME > 120
COMM Initialise heaters
TUNE HTTC 00pcbumpstop
TUNE TOPH 00pcbumpstop
COMM Initialise heaters
COMM Heaters on - power limited!
HEAT ON 1200.0 200.0
TOPH ON 1200.0 200.0
TUNE HTTC 30pcbumpstop
TUNE TOPH 75pcbumpstop
WAIT TIME > 390
WAIT TEMP > 900.0
WAIT TIME > 1800
FLOW 2 ON 1000
FLOW 6 ON 1000
WAIT TIME > 60
FLOW 3 ON 5
WAIT TIME > 120
FLOW 3 OFF
COMM CoolDown
HEAT OFF
TOPH OFF
FLOW 6 OFF
B.3. DOE RECIPE FOR CVDGRAPHENEON CU FILMON SAPPHIRE169
FLOW 1 ON 2000
WAIT TEMP < 500.0
PCON OFF
VALV 1 OPEN
FLOW 2 ON 2000
WAIT TEMP < 130.0
FLOW 2 OFF
FLOW 1 OFF
WAIT PRES < 0.05
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AppendixC
EDX data from Alfa Aesar copper
foil and Goodfellow copper foil
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a b s t r a c t
We have used spatially resolved micro Raman spectroscopy to map the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the graphene G-band and the 2D and G peak positions, for as-grown graphene on copper
catalyst layers, for transferred CVD graphene and for micromechanically exfoliated graphene, in order
to characterize the effects of a transfer process on graphene properties. Here we use the FWHM(G) as
an indicator of the doping level of graphene, and the ratio of the shifts in the 2D and G bands as an indi-
cator of strain. We ﬁnd that the transfer process introduces an isotropic, spatially uniform, compressive
strain in graphene, and increases the carrier concentration.
 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is a widely used technique for the non-
destructive characterization of the properties of graphene [1,2].
The frequency, relative intensity, width, shape and position of char-
acteristic peaks in the Raman spectrum of graphene provide infor-
mation on the strain [4], doping [5] and presence of defects [3,6]. It
is also possible to characterize the number of layers in the case of
Bernal stacked graphenemultilayers using the shape of the 2D peak
[7]. The spatial variation of these properties can bemapped by scan-
ning the excitation laser across the sample surface – this provides
important information beyond that which can be obtained from
single point spectra.
The interpretation of Raman spectra is complicated by the inﬂu-
ence of the substrate supporting the graphene and the excitation
energy used [1,7,8]. This is particularly relevant in the case of che-
mical vapor deposition (CVD) growth of graphene on metallic cat-
alysts. In many practical applications, subsequent transfer of
graphene to insulating substrates after growth is necessary. As it
happens, variations in the Raman spectra obtained before and after
transfer cannot immediately be ascribed to the inﬂuence of the
particular substrate, to the effect of the transfer process or to the
intrinsic properties of the graphene. Nevertheless, it would be
useful to know the quality of graphene on insulator that can be
expected from graphene on catalyst before transfer, and in particu-
lar whether the transfer process has a detrimental effect on the
properties of the transferred graphene.
Here we usemaps of the position of the 2D band and the G band,
their shift direction and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the G band, in order to provide spatial information on the level of
strain or doping in CVD grown graphene ﬁlms on copper and trans-
ferred to oxidized silicon, and compare with mechanically exfo-
liated graphene layers on silicon dioxide.
2. Materials and methods
Graphene was deposited in an Aixtron 4-inch Black Magic CVD
system. The process starts with a low temperature annealing step
at 500 degrees C with 1000 sccm H2 for 30 min and 25 mbar pres-
sure, followed by a high temperature annealing step at 975 C with
the same gas ﬂow rate and pressure. The system is then evacuated
until a pressure of 0.5 mbar is reached and a CH4 ﬂowrate of
10 sccm for 5 min is introduced [3]. The catalyst substrate is a 4
inch silicon wafer with a 1 lm thick thermal oxide with a 1.5 lm
thin sputtered copper layer on top; the copper deposition is done
in a Polyteknik Cryofox physical vapor deposition system.Mechani-
cally exfoliated graphene was produced following Refs [9,10]. The
CVD graphene was transferred from the copper to a silicon wafer
with a 90 nm SiO2 layer, using electrochemical transfer [11].
The Raman characterization was carried out using a DXR Raman
Microscope from Thermo Scientiﬁc, using three different excitation
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lasers, with 445 nm, 532 nm and 633 nm wavelength using a 100
objective. Excitation lasers were exchanged without moving the
sample in order to produce maps of nearly identical regions for
each excitation.
Raman peaks from individual spatial points were ﬁtted with a
single symmetrical Lorentzian function plus a linear background,
using a least-squares regression adapted from [12]. In this way
the relative intensity of the peaks, position and full-width at half
maximum can be plotted for each point of the sample surface.
Due to the self-limiting nature of CVD fabrication of graphene on
a copper catalyst, we do not expect changes in the shape of the
2D peak due to AB stacked multilayers.
We do not observe G peak splitting in our datasets due to low
values of strain here (0.3%) and the probable absence of uni-axial
strain [14].
3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the FWHM(G) for each excitation wavelength and
for the as-grown and transferred CVD graphene, as well as for
mechanically exfoliated graphene. It can be seen that the FWHM(G)
decreases after transfer of graphene from the catalytic growth sub-
strate to an oxide layer (Fig. 1b–d vs. f–h). Small regions where
FWHM(G) varies around 15 cm1 indicate locally lower carrier
concentrations for transferred graphene and exfoliated graphene
(Fig. 1f–h and j–l). The FWHM(G) also shows comparable
distribution for both transferred CVD graphene on oxide and exfo-
liated graphene. The measurements of the FWHM(G) for graphene
on copper show broadening of the G band, particularly in the case
of the 633 nm excitation (Fig. 1d).
Fig. 2 shows the shift in the 2D (DPos(2D)) and G (DPos(G))
positions. While the shift in the 2D and G bands vary around zero
for CVD graphene on copper and exfoliated graphene (Fig 2a–c and
j–l), transferred CVD graphene shows shifts towards larger wave-
numbers for both the 2D and G bands (Fig. 2d–f and m–o). The
shifts in the 2D and G band positions are notably more uniform
for CVD graphene on SiO2 than for CVD graphene on copper and
for exfoliated graphene on oxide. These trends are independent
of the excitation laser used.
The ratioDPos(2D)/DPos(G) of the peak shifts of 2D and G peaks
is plotted in Fig. 3. Wide variation in this ratio is seen for CVD gra-
phene on copper and exfoliated graphene – in the latter case
distinct ridges are observed in the ﬂake, which potentially corre-
spond to wrinkles or folds (e.g. Fig. 3h). CVD graphene transferred
to oxide shows a more uniform distribution of these values, and
DPos(2D)/DPos(G) closer to 2 (Fig. 3d–f).
Fig. 4 shows selected Raman spectra of neutral, doped, and
strained regions on the same exfoliated graphene ﬂake, at the indi-
cated positions. The shift in the G and the 2D peaks indicated
strain, but their intensities remain similar to that of neutral gra-
phene. The doped graphene has a decreased 2D peak, while the G
peak has narrowed compared to neutral graphene.
Fig. 1. Shows optical micrographs and the Raman FWHM(G) for CVD graphene on Cu (a–d), CVD graphene transferred to SiO2 (e–h) and for exfoliated graphene on SiO2 (i–l)
for three different laser excitation wavelengths. The yellow color corresponds to no ﬁtting, meaning no graphene or too poor signal to noise. The optical images as well as the
Raman maps are collected with a 100 objective; the scale bars correspond to 5 lm. The map for CVD graphene on Cu is not considered due to poor signal to noise, but is
added for consistency. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Poor signal to noise ratio in the 633 nmmaps prevents adequate
ﬁtting of the peaks in the Raman spectra. We attribute the poor sig-
nal to noise to the ﬂuorescence due to the interband transition in
copper at around 650 nm [13]. Maps at the 445 nm and the
532 nm are indistinguishable within the spatial and spectral reso-
lution of the spectrometer. The 445 nm laser shows higher sensi-
tivity to DeltaPos(2D)/DeltaPos(G) for CVD graphene on Cu
compared to the other two excitation energies.
In the case of CVD graphene transferred to SiO2 there is no sig-
niﬁcant variation in the FWHM(G) for the three different excitation
energies. The charge puddles are consistently seen with all of the
lasers. Differences in the maps can be ascribed to the spatial reso-
lution of the different excitation lasers. For CVD graphene trans-
ferred to SiO2 we see a very similar level of strain with the
445 nm, the 532 nm and the 633 nm lasers, which we attribute
to strain induced by the transfer process.
For exfoliated graphene on SiO2 all three laser show the same
tendencies of the FWHM(G), but the signal to noise combined with
the poor resolution of the 633 nm laser makes this laser less suited
for mapping due to the very long collection times and spatial reso-
lution obtained. The strain observed in exfoliated graphene on SiO2
is very similar for all three excitation energies.
4. Discussion
It is known that the doping level and the strain in graphene are
reﬂected in changes of the 2D band and the G band from those
expected for intrinsic graphene [4]. A FWHM(G) of 15 cm1 indi-
cates carrier concentrations close to 0 [15], with a narrower FWHM
of down to 8 cm1 indicating greater doping. The 2D peak position
enables the sign of the doping to be determined as well, since this
peak upshifts in the case of hole doping, and downshifts for
Fig. 2. Shows the relative shift in the 2D (a–i) and G (j–r) peak positions for CVD graphene on Cu, CVD graphene transferred to SiO2 and exfoliated graphene on SiO2. The shift
is found as the measured values minus the theoretical values of 1588 cm1 for the G peak and 2640 cm1, 2675 cm1 and 2720 cm1 for 445 nm, 532 nm, and 633 nm [13].
Fig. 3. Shows the ratio between the 2D peak shift and the G peak shift for CVD
graphene on Cu(a–c), CVD graphene transferred to SiO2(d–f) and exfoliated
graphene on SiO2(g–i) for the three laser wavelengths. The blue and red colors
indicate regions of high strain, whereas the black regions indicate low to zero strain
in the graphene ﬁlms. The map for CVD graphene on Cu is not considered due to
poor signal to noise, but is added for consistency. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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electron doping [5]. The effect of strain in suspended graphene has
been also been studied – isotropic (biaxial) tensile strain results in
downshifting of the G and 2D peaks, with the relative change in the
position of the 2D and G bands of 2 indicating strain rather than
doping [4]. G-band splitting has been observed for uniaxial strains
greater than ±0.3% [16], and a shift of this band to smaller or larger
wavenumbers in the case of tensile or compressive strain
respectively.
To summarize, where FWHM(G) is relatively small, doping is
indicated, particularly where the ratio of the shifts is less than
2. The 2D shift direction then indicates the type of doping. Where
FWHM(G) is maximal, doping can be discounted, and the shifts in
the 2D and G bands can be ascribed to strain. The ratio D2D/DG in
this case should be 2. The G shift direction then indicates
whether the strain is tensile or compressive.
Our observations of the FWHM(G) show an overall decrease
when CVD graphene is transferred to oxide. Exfoliated and trans-
ferred CVD graphene show similar micron scale ‘‘puddles’’ of lower
carrier concentration. The FWHM(G) is distinctlywider for as-grown
CVD graphene on copper, which likely represents the effects of
charge transfer from the substrate. It is therefore not possible to
ascribe the FWHM(G) wholly to the properties of the graphene in
the case where it lies on a metal catalyst layer. The variation in the
FWHM was similar between the exfoliated graphene and the CVD
graphene on copper – however due to the uncertainties introduced
by the substrate it is difﬁcult to draw conclusions.
The Pos(2D) and Pos(G) for CVD graphene transferred to oxide
both display less variation than is seen in CVD graphene on copper
and exfoliated graphene. Additionally, the ratios of the band shifts,
DPos(2D)/DPos(G), also becomes more uniform and closer to 2
for transferred CVD graphene. This indicates that the graphene
peak variations observed originate from the effects of an isotropic
strain introduced during the transfer process. This conclusion is
supported by our observations of the DPos(2D)/DPos(G) for
exfoliated graphene, which show values close to 2 around wrin-
kles, corresponding to high strain. CVD graphene grown on Cu and
exfoliated graphene have similar variations in DPos(2D)/DPos(G)
over a few lm2. The strain in exfoliated graphene is a result of
the fabrication process – the strain in CVD graphene on copper
results from the roughness of the copper surface and from the dif-
ferent thermal expansion coefﬁcients of graphene and copper
(Fig. 1a). Since the 2D and G peaks shift to larger wavenumbers
and the ratio of these shifts is 2, we can determine that our trans-
fer process leads to compressive straining of the graphene.
Thus, either during the CVD growth or transfer process a uni-
form compressive strain is induced on the CVD graphene trans-
ferred to a SiO2 substrate. A further study has to be undertaken
to decide whether this bi-axial strain is induced by the growth or
the transfer process.
5. Conclusions
We have used spatially resolved Raman spectroscopy to map
the full width at half maximum of the graphene G-band and the
2D and G peak positions, for as-grown graphene on copper catalyst
layers, for transferred CVD graphene and for micromechanically
exfoliated graphene, in order to characterize the effects of a trans-
fer process on the strain and doping level of graphene.
In general, it is challenging to distinguish between strain and
doping in graphene using Raman spectroscopy a priori without
explicitly introducing these through e.g. mechanical deformation
or electrostatic gating. Additionally both strain and doping can
vary spatially simultaneously. Here we use the FWHM(G) as an
indicator of the doping level of graphene, and the ratio of the shifts
in the 2D and G bands as evidence of strain.
We ﬁnd that the transfer process introduces an isotropic
compressive strain in graphene, which is also spatially uniform.
Whilst this strain is mostly an undesirable property, the observed
Fig. 4. Shows a raw spectrum of neutral graphene, doped graphene and strained graphene. The doped and strained spectra are extracted in regions where there is only one
inﬂuence on the Raman spectrum, e.g. the strained graphene is not doped etc. The dotted lines are to guide the eye.
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homogeneity could be an advantage in the production of devices
where consistency over several hundred lm2 is more important
than having better but inconsistent electronic characteristics.
Relatively low carrier concentrations were observed for CVD
graphene on copper, as evidenced by the FWHM(G). However,
the transfer process had the effect of signiﬁcantly increasing the
doping level, as determined by a narrowing of the FWHM of the
G-peak. However, the resulting doping level was consistent with
the average level of doping in graphene exfoliated on identical
oxide substrates. Both exfoliated and transferred CVD graphene
showed similar several micron wide ‘‘puddles’’ of low doping
which were similar to doping levels seen on CVD graphene on
Cu. In fact, transferred graphene shows a generally lower doping
than exfoliated graphene here, as evidenced by a FWHM(G) closer
to 15 cm1 in more areas.
The non-destructive mapping of properties of graphene is
important as a control of quality and process consistency at each
step of a graphene device production. The Raman spectrum of as-
grown graphene on copper should not be considered to be represen-
tative of same graphene after transfer to oxidized silicon. Knowl-
edge of the spatial variation of the doping and strain in CVD
graphene over large areas will help to increase the consistency
and reliability of the resulting devices produced. It is critical that
the spatial variation of these properties is considered – point spec-
tra are not adequate for complete characterization of the graphene
quality, not even of single crystalline graphene.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mee.2014.04.038.
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AppendixE
Copper Mass Loss
Copper mass change measured on a high precision scale. The measurements
are carried out before and after graphene growth in the Black Magic CVD
system.
185
186 APPENDIX E. COPPER MASS LOSS
# Mass change Mass change
mg %
1 0.36 100.002
2 -1.22 99.994
3 -1.25 99.994
4 -1.03 99.995
5 -0.36 99.998
6 -0.35 99.998
7 -1.63 99.992
8 0.42 100.002
9 -0.72 99.996
10 -6.28 99.970
11 -0.39 99.998
12 -3.05 99.985
13 -1.09 99.995
14 -0.28 99.999
15 -0.26 99.999
16 -0.52 99.997
17 -0.33 99.998
18 -0.57 99.997
19 -1.66 99.992
Table E.1: Table showing the change in copper mass after CVD process-
ing of graphene. Wafer 1 and 8 show an increased mass after processing,
possibly due to poor calibration of the scale (an actual increase in mass is
implausible). The average mass loss is 1.1 mg corresponding to 1.1% of the
copper lost to evaporation.
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